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ABSTRACT

ULTRA-SHORT TE (UTE) PHASE-CONTRAST MRI FOR
ASSESSING STENOTIC FLOW AND HEMODYNAMICS

Mo Kadbi
December 4, 2013

Phase-contrast (PC) MRI is a non-invasive technique to assess cardiovascular blood flow.
However, this technique is not accurate in the case of atherosclerotic disease and vascular
and valvular stenosis due to intravoxel dephasing secondary to disturbed blood flow, flow
recirculation, and turbulence distal to the narrowing, resulting in flow-related artifacts.
Previous studies have shown that reducing the echo time (TE) decreases the errors
associated with phase incoherence due to random motions as observed in unsteady and
turbulent flows. As part of this dissertation, a novel 3-D cine Ultra-Short (UTE)-PC imaging
method has been developed, and implemented to measure the blood velocity using a UTE
center-out radial k-space trajectory with short TE time compared to standard PC MRI
sequences. 3D UTE characterizes flow in one direction in a 3D volume, resulting in a single
component of the flow velocities. In order to obtain a comprehensive flow assessment in
three directions, the 3D UTE sequence needs to be repeated three times, which can be
inefficient and time consuming. 4-D flow MRI has been recently used for quantitative flow
v

assessment and visualization of complex flow patterns resulting in more anatomical
information and comprehensive assessment of blood flow. With 4D flow MRI method, all
the flow information in three direction in a 3D volume though the time can be achieved as
part of a single scan. In this dissertation, a novel 4D UTE flow MRI technique has also been
designed and implemented which is capable of deriving the three orthogonal components of
the velocity field in the flow in a single scan, while achieving very short echo times. In flow
phantom studies, comprehensive investigation of several different flow rates revealed
significant improvement in flow quantification and reduction of flow artifacts when
compared to conventional 4D flow. Furthermore, a reduced TE 4D Spiral flow MRI
method has also been implemented which reduces scan times when compared to
conventional 4D flow MRI (as well as 4D UTE flow). Despite reduction of scan time as
well as TE relative to conventional 4D flow, the achieved TE with the 4D spiral technique is
indeed longer than 4D UTE flow.
In order to assess clinical feasibility and in order to perform further validation of 4D
UTE flow, in an IRB-approved study, twelve aortic stenosis (AS) patients underwent
Doppler Ultrasound, conventional 4D flow, and 4D UTE flow scans for a 3 way
comparison. 4D UTE flow displayed good correlation with Doppler Ultrasound in patients
with moderately severe aortic stenosis, though with the added benefit of not having
confounding factors encountered in Doppler Ultrasound (e.g., angle dependence, 2D
measurement, and difficulty in locating a proper acoustic window). The proposed 4D UTE
flow permits 4D visualization of flow and true 3D measurement of all flow quantities, not
possible with Doppler. Further investigations will be required to test the technique in
patients with severe or critical aortic stenosis wherein conventional 4D flow will be less
accurate due to intravoxel dephasing and spin incoherence.
vi
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1. INTRODUCTION
Assessment of blood flow is key to diagnosis of disease in the cardiovascular system.
Phase-contrast (PC) MRI is a reliable non-invasive technique for characterization and
quantification of blood flow [1, 2]. PC MRI is based on the fact that flowing blood induces
phase shift in MR signal which is proportional to velocity of flowing blood. In standard MR
imaging, signal intensity is the basis for image reconstruction and the acquired image is called
the magnitude image. However, in PC MRI the phase of spins inside each voxel is the basis
for image reconstruction and the reconstructed image in this case is referred to as the phase
image. A flow sensitive gradient is applied during acquisition and consequently the image
phase correlates to velocity of flowing spins. The reconstructed image in this case is called
phase velocity map or phase contrast image wherein the phase image is mapped to describe
the spatial distribution of velocity across the image. PC MRI is in abundant clinical use for
quantification of blood velocity and flow. PC MRI, however, is not accurate in cases where
there is high speed flow, for example in the setting of atherosclerotic disease and vascular or
valvular stenosis. For example, vascular stenosis cause disturbed blood flow, flow
recirculation, turbulence, flow fluctuation, and a jet distal to the narrowing.
With conventional MR imaging techniques, high speed flows result in signal loss distal to
the stenosis and cause miscalculation in flow quantification [3]. Several approaches have been
developed to potentially reduce the signal loss in PC MRI [4-7]. However, a reliable flow
measurement technique in the presence of turbulence remains elusive. One important
approach that appears to yield significant improvements and to correct the signal loss
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involves reduction of the echo time (TE) and gradient duration [8-11]. Reducing the TE
decreases the impact of turbulent fluctuation velocity, intravoxel dephasing and the
subsequent signal loss. This approach results in higher signal to noise ratio and more reliable
estimation of disturbed and jet flows in PC MRI since a shorter TE will ameliorate the effect
of intravoxel dephasing caused by random fluid mixing.
Standard Ultra Short TE (UTE) techniques, in general, however suffer from phase errors
due hardware imperfections, specifically gradient channel delays. This problem becomes
quite pronounced in flow measurement wherein the phase information of image needs to be
used for quantification of flow. Previously, a 2-D UTE-PC technique was investigated for
measurement of blood flow through the aortic valve by O’Brien et al. [12]. In addition to the
inherent limitations of the UTE technique, the previously proposed 2-D UTE-PC technique
by O’Brien et al. has other issues of concern including underestimation of low flow rates,
sensitivity to scanner imperfections, and in particular, B0 inhomogeneities resulting in phase
errors and velocity miscalculations, and limitations on the minimum slice thickness.
This dissertation is structured as follows:
In Chapter 2, the physiology of blood flow and anatomy of vascular wall and
atherosclerotic disease are briefly described with more emphasis on carotid artery and aorta as
typical sites for disturbed and turbulent flow. Various flow regimes and disturbed and
turbulent blood flows are also explained in this Chapter.
In Chapter 3, basic physics of MRI and image formation are described. The UTE
technique and related trajectories for 3-D acquisition are also discussed. In Chapter 4, flow
imaging techniques and flow quantification are described in detail.
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In Chapter 5, conventional techniques for disturbed and turbulent flow quantification are
introduced and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. The proposed UTE-PC
technique is explained and a phase error correction method is proposed.
Chapter 6 demonstrates results from a static no-flow phantom, steady flow in a stenotic
phantom, and in-vivo study in carotid artery of normal subjects.
In Chapter 7, the effect of various parameters including Venc, gradient strengths and slew
rates, as well as k-space sampling density are assessed using 3-D UTE flow MRI. Chapter 8,
introduces a new 4D flow MRI technique based on spiral trajectory and describes advantages
of the proposed technique over conventional 4D flow MRI. In Chapter 9, a novel 4D flow
MRI technique based on UTE acquisition is introduced and the results are compared with
conventional 4D MRI technique in a stenotic phantom with various steady and pulsatile flow
rates. Chapter 10, reports on the results of a correlative patient study which included subjects
with aortic stenosis using different imaging techiques including 4D UTE flow MRI [13],
conventional 4D flow MRI, and Doppler ultrasound. Finally, in Chapter 11 conclusions and
future research directions are outlined.
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2. PHYSIOLOGY OF BLOOD FLOW, ANATOMY OF
THE VESSEL WALL, AND ATHEROSCLEROTIC
DISEASE
2.1. Introduction
The main function of cardiovascular system is transporting nutrients throughout the
body. The heart, as the engine of the system, pumps the blood through a complex network
and tubes, so called vessels. These vessels include arteries, arterioles, capillaries, and veins
and distribute the blood and nutrients to all the organs and transfer wastes to exit from the
human body [14]. Vessels such as arteries and veins are adaptable to various blood flows and
pressures to meet the variations in hemodynamic demands.
Cardiovascular arteries and blood flow have been widely investigated in normal and
diseased physiologic conditions. In this Section, the physiology of blood flow, anatomy of
vessel wall, and atherosclerotic disease are described.

2.2. Physiology of blood flow
Blood is comprised of various components such as protein, red blood cell, white blood
cell, lipoproteins, and ions by which nutrients and wastes are transported. Red blood cell is
one of the main ingredients of blood and includes approximately 40% of blood [15]. Red
blood cells affect the viscosity of blood due to their semisolid particles and lead to 4 time
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higher viscosity compared to water. Viscosity defines the tendency of a fluid to resist flow.
Viscosity of blood in low flow rate is higher because red blood cells stick together and
aggregate in the middle of vessel.
The heart pumps the blood throughout the vessel in a cyclic manner. This cyclic
pumping is divided to systolic and diastolic phases [14]. In the systolic phase, the blood
pumps out of the heart and transfers to organs. In this phase, blood flow and pressure are
higher in arteries. In the diastolic phase, the heart is in its rest phase and does not pump
blood. Blood flow and pressure drop in arteries in the diastolic filling phase when arterial
and venous blood return to the heart. In general, blood flow is unsteady/ pulsatile during the

Figure 1: A schematic of blood velocity and pressure in the vascular tree. The blood velocity decreases as one
move away from the heart while the pressure increases. Taken from [16].
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cardiac cycle and varies in arteries and veins with respect to cardiac phase. Figure 1 exhibits
the blood velocity and pressure in arterial system.
The blood leaves the heart in a large artery called the aorta. The pulsatile blood pressure
in aorta is high in systole and becomes small but does not become zero during diastole. On
the other hand, blood flow can be zero and even negative in diastole is some arteries such as
the external carotid artery and the femoral artery [15]. These arteries have high downstream
resistance during rest and the flow is on and off with each cardiac cycle. Internal carotid
artery and renal artery, on the other hand, can have a higher flow during diastole with low
downstream resistance.

2.2.1.

Aorta

Figure 2(a) demonstrates the proximal aorta and its branches. Aorta is the largest artery in

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: A schematic of aorta and its main branches (taken from [17])(a), and arterial pressure curve including
systole, dicrotic notch and, diastole (taken from [18])(b).
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body, originating from the left ventricle and distributing the blood throughout the body.
Aorta is generally divided into five Sections: ascending aorta, aortic arch, thoracic aorta,
descending aorta, and abdominal aorta [1]. Aorta travels upwards in the beginning and is
called ascending aorta. In the aortic arch few branches go to upper body and head. After
aortic arch, the vessel turns downwards, where it is called the descending aorta and is divided
to several branches supplying various organs in the mid and lower body. Aorta has the
highest blood pressure in the circulation system. Unlike other regions of body, turbulent
flow in the aorta is very likely and Reynolds number is higher. Reynolds number distal to
aortic valve is approximately 4000 which is consistent with turbulent flow [15].
The pulsatile feature of blood flow generates a pulse waveform that propagates down the
arterial tree and at bifurcations bounces back to the origin of aorta. The dicrotic notch on
aortic pressure valve is created due to this pulse wave return as this wave push on the aortic
semilunar valve (Figure 2) [19]. The stiffness in aorta is one of the common diseases in aged
people and leads to faster propagation of this pulse wave and also faster return of this
waveform through semilunar valve before closing of this valve. Pulse waveform and velocity
measurement may be used to determine arterial stiffness [20].
Aortic valve, with 3 leaflets, is located between left ventricle and the aorta. Aortic stenosis
(AS) is a critically significant valvular heart disease and results in the valve not fully opening
or being significantly narrowed. Typically, the condition develops due to calcium deposits
around the valve and occurs in the elderly. Presence of an AS results in the need for the left
ventricle to increase the pressure in order to pump the blood into the aorta. Over time, the
additional work required by the left ventricle results in increased thickness for the ventricular
wall and chest pain. Clinical classification of AS includes mild, moderate, severe, and critical.
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Figure 3: Carotid artery and its branches in left and right side of neck (taken from [22]).

Mild stenosis are usually asymptomatic and symptoms occurs in patients with severe or
critical valvular stenosis. The main symptoms are syncope, anginal chest pain, and dyspnea
[21].

2.2.2.

Carotid artery

The carotid artery is an artery which branches from the aorta and supplies the head and
neck (Figure 3). It is referred to as the common carotid artery as a pair of them travel
upwards on the right and left side of the neck. Each of the right common carotid artery
(RCCA) and the left common carotid artery (LCCA) are divided to internal carotid artery
(ICA) and external carotid artery (ECA) at carotid bifurcation [23]. Carotid bifurcation is one
of the main sites for development of atherosclerotic disease due to the atypical geometry.
According to the American Heart Association, up to 25% of strokes in the U.S. are caused
by atherosclerosis of the Carotid arteries through atheroembolization.
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Figure 4 demonstrates the flow pattern in a glass model of carotid bifurcation illustrating
various flow streams. The main flow travels upward along the flow divider along the
posterior wall of the internal carotid sinus[15]. The Secondary vortices which are counterrotating travel upward through the common carotid in a separation area. In The region of
internal carotid sinus wall mean wall shear stress (tangential resistive fluid force due to
viscous effects on the endothelium) is low and oscillation in flow appears in this area which
makes this region more prone to atherosclerotic plaques. The mean Reynolds number
(dimensionless parameter representing the balance of inertial to viscous fluid forces) is
approximately 300 at this bifurcation.

2.3. Anatomy of the vessel wall and atherosclerotic disease
To better understand the disturbed and turbulent blood flow here the anatomy of vessel
wall and atherosclerotic disease are discussed. Arteries, veins and capillaries do not have the
same anatomy. Arteries and veins are surrounded with layers of muscles to provide the

Figure 4: Visualization of flow in a glass model of carotid bifurcation[15].
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Figure 5: The three layers of vessels walls (taken from [24]).

possibility of contraction. These muscles are thicker in arteries, particularly, in aorta which
leaves the heart and comprises cardiac muscle fibers in few first inches after leaving the
heart. Arteries and Veins walls contain three layers of coats called tunics: Tunica intima,
tunica media, and tunica adventitia [25]. These layers are not visible in capillaries. Tunica
intima is the innermost layer which is in direct contact with blood. This layer lines the
interior layer of vessel wall or lumen. The tunica media is the middle layer containing
smooth muscles to change the diameter of vessel and is controlled by the sympathetic
nervous system. The tunica adventitia is the external layer which mainly consist collagen and
elastic fibers. The tunica adventitia combines with the connective tissue surrounding the
vessel. Figure 5 shows the anatomy of the vessel walls and its three layers. Recent
investigations shows that for unknown reasons the blood cells attack a layer of vessel wall
cells (endothelium) in arteries. This phenomena cause inflammation in vessel wall leading to
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formation of plaques attached to vessel walls in Tunica intima [26, 27]. These plaques
generally consist of collagen, fat, and elastin.
Atherosclerotic disease is a condition that plaques and fatty materials accumulate in the
vessel and a narrowing or hardening of vessel appears. Figure 6 illustrates an artery with
Atherosclerotic disease due to plaque accumulation. Atherosclerotic disease mostly affects
large and high- pressure vessels such as coronary, carotid, femoral, and cerebral arteries.
Plaques are composed of cholesterol, fat, calcium and other material in the blood. The
accumulation of plaques and consequently narrowing in vessel can cause abnormal flow such
as reduced blood flow, disturbed and turbulent blood flow distal to narrowing. This causes
the limitation of oxygen-rich blood in the heart and other body organs.

2.4. Flow regimes
Blood flow is classified as two major regimes: 1- laminar flow and 2- turbulent flow [15].
Laminar flow, known also as streamline, occurs when the flowing particles in a parallel line

Figure 6: Narrowing in a blood vessel due to accumulation of plaque (taken from [28]).
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move without mixing between layers. At low velocities, fluid particles in laminar flow do not
have whirling motion, eddies, or other motion perpendicular to the flow direction. The
velocity profile in laminar flow is parabolic as shown in Figure 7 [29]. The mean velocity, V,
is half of the maximum velocity in the center line of flow and local velocity value, U, can be
calculated as
( )

(1)

where R is the radius of the pipe. On the other hand, turbulent flow occurs at higher velocity
where irregular movement such as eddies, whirling and lateral mixing happens. The whirling
and eddies in turbulent flow generally causes a rapid variation of flow at arterial bifurcations,
vascular or valvular stenosis and/or coarctation. Similar to laminar flow, in turbulent flow,
the velocity profile is parabolic but flatter across the core of blood flow. The local velocity
value can be approximated with
(2)
where n depends on friction factor [31]. The mean velocity, V, is very close to maximum
velocity and the Equation (2) which is based on power law is a good description of the mean
shape of velocity profile in turbulent flow. Figure 7 illustrates the cross-Sectional velocity

Figure 7: A schematic of laminar flow (left column) and turbulent flow distal to stenosis (right column). The
bottom row shows the velocity profile for these flows [30].
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profiles of laminar and turbulent flows in a pipe.
Fluid flow can be classified as steady flow and unsteady or pulsatile flow. When the fluid
properties at a point do not varies over time, the flow is considered to be steady. Pulsatile
flow, on the other hand, is defined as intermittent propagation of fluid with a time varying
flow function [32]. In the cardiovascular system, pulsatile blood flow results in velocity
variation in vessels as a function of phase of the ECG cycle. Additionally, velocity variations
correspond to the distance between the vessels and the heart as well as timing in cardiac
phase. This time varying flow leading to rapid change in blood velocity causes difficulty in
accurate blood flow quantification.

2.5. Reynolds number
Reynolds number [33] is a commonly used parameters in characterization of different
flow regimes and can be used to determine the transition from laminar to turbulent flow
[34]. This dimensionless quantity is associated with the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
force and in a pipe flow is generally defined as
(3)
where

is the density of the fluid (kg/m³), is the mean velocity of the object relative to the

fluid (m/s),

is the diameter of the pipe (m), and

is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid

(kg/(m·s)). In general, low Reynolds numbers are associated with laminar flows and high
Reynolds numbers represent non-laminar or turbulent flows. In vessels, Reynolds numbers
lower than 2000 are associated with laminar flows with constant and smooth flow and higher
than 2000 are associated with turbulent flow [35, 36]. In normal cardiovascular system,
Reynolds number is less than 2000 and blood flow appears to be laminar. High Reynolds
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number flows generally appear distal to vascular or valvular stenosis and/or coarctations
with chaotic eddies and flow patterns [15, 37]. In addition, Reynolds numbers between 2000
and 3000 are known as laminar-turbulent transitional flow.

2.6. Disturbed and turbulent blood flow
Numerous investigations have shown that disturbed and turbulent flow may be involved
in pathophysiological processes and cardiovascular disease such as thrombosis [38],
intravascular hemolysis in the region of prosthetic valves [39], cardiac murmur [40],
thickening in the region of prosthetic valves and coronary arteries [41], and development of
atherosclerosis [42]. One known factor for producing turbulent blood flow is acceleration
and deceleration of pulsatile flow during systole and diastole [43]. Another important factor
is pulse frequency of blood flow whereas for example, short pulse frequency results in a
short time for deceleration period to be able to develop a turbulent flow, since turbulent
flow needs enough time to occur.
As previously mentioned, turbulent flow may appear at arterial bifurcations, vascular or
valvular stenosis and/or coarctation. One of the main sites of turbulent flow is at the
ascending aorta specifically distal to a diseased aortic valve [37]. Another demonstrated site
of disturbed and turbulent blood flow is arterial branches and bifurcations such as carotid
bifurcation which are more prone to atherosclerotic plaques.
The most prevalent feature of turbulent flow is its noisy sound due to fluctuation in
pressure [44]. For many years, the stethoscope has been a very common tool for diagnosis of
cardiovascular diseases such as aortic valve stenosis. In previous studies, invasive and noninvasive methods for turbulent flow quantification in cardiovascular system have been
14

investigated. Catheter hot-film anemometry or perivascular Doppler ultrasound have been
used to assess turbulent flow in humans [37, 45, 46]. Magnetic resonance imaging is now a
standard technique for blood flow quantification and is commonly used in clinical practice.
However, this technique is not very accurate for turbulent flow quantification due to velocity
fluctuation and intravoxel dephasing leading to signal loss and flow measurement errors [9,
47]. Many investigations have been done to visualize and quantitatively measure the
turbulent flow using MRI [48-57]. However, an accurate technique to assess turbulent flow
has not been developed. In this project, a new technique based on MRI for quantification of
disturbed and turbulent flows is investigated.
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3. MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
3.1. Proton magnetic resonance and net magnetization
The core of all atoms is the nucleus which includes positively charged and neutral
particles that account for the bulk of the atomic mass. All nuclei that possess either an
uneven mass number (proton + neutron) or uneven atomic number (number of protons)
possess angular momentum and therefore a characteristic so called spin quantum number, I,
greater than zero. The spin characteristic of the nucleus includes a magnetic field with a
magnitude and direction represented by the magnetic moment (Figure 8). Normally, the
magnetic moments of nuclei are randomly oriented due to the motion produced by thermal
energy, resulting in a zero ensemble average. By applying an external static magnetic field,
the magnetic dipoles orient to either parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of static field
[59]. Summing all of the vectors of magnetic moments in a collection of nuclei in both
parallel and anti-parallel directions results in net magnetization of the tissue in presence of an

Figure 8: Spinning nuclei induces a magnetic moment which behaves like a bar magnet [58].
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applied magnetic field. This net magnetization is parallel to the applied field due to slight
excess of spins in the parallel state.
In the presence of an applied magnetic field, the spin vectors of the nuclei experience a
torque which causes them to rotate around the axis of the applied field with a precise
frequency. This rotation around the applied field is called Larmor precession which depends
on the specific physical characteristic of the isotope and the strength of magnetic field as
(4)

where

is larmor frequency (MHz),

is gyromagnetic ratio which is a constant of

proportionality and is unique for different NMR-active nuclei, and

is the applied

magnetic field strength (Tesla, T) [60]. Since due to presence of water and fat, proton (1H) is
the dominant nuclei in body, this nucleus is primarily used in MR imaging. The gyromagnetic
ratio for proton is 42.58 MHz/T.

3.2. Resonance phenomena and signal generation
The net magnetization, M0, in its equilibrium state is parallel to B0 and as such does not
induce a current in a receiver coil, as defined by Faraday’s law of induction [61]. In order to
obtain a signal in receiver coil, the spin system is irradiated with a RF pulse with the same
Larmor frequency as the proton. This RF pulse causes a deflection of the net magnetization
from its equilibrium orientation leading to rotation of net magnetization around the static
magnetic field with the Larmor frequency [59]. Figure 9 demonstrates the precession of net
magnetization around the B0 field by applying the B1 RF pulse. By applying B1 field the net
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Precession of net magnetization M around the B 0 field by applying the B1 RF pulse (taken from
[58]).

magnetization rotates away from vertical direction toward X-Y plane. The angle of rotation
is a function of the amplitude and duration of B1 field as expressed by:
(5)

where

is the angle of rotation or flip angle,

is the amplitude of the RF pulse, and is

the duration of the RF pulse [59]. Figure 9(c) shows that as net magnetization (M) after
rotation from equilibrium direction and has two components in the transverse plan (Mxy) and
longitudinal plane (Mz).
Immediately after termination of the RF pulse, the relaxation process starts in which the
net magnetization returns back to equilibrium position. This relaxation includes returning of
both transverse (Mxy) and longitudinal (Mz) magnetization to their equilibrium state. In the
equilibrium state, Mz becomes equal to M0, which is proportional to spin density, and Mxy
disappears. Figure 10 demonstrates the longitudinal and transverse magnetization during
relaxation. These magnetizations relax back to their original values in an exponential fashion
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Figure 10: longitudinal and transverse magnetization during relaxation. T1 and T2 are independent and T2
is always shorter than T1 [62].

with time constant T1 and T2. T1 is the time-constant describing the time required for
longitudinal magnetization to return to 63% of its thermal equilibrium value [62]. The
physical basis for T1 relaxation involves spins losing their energy to the lattice environment.
Immediately after excitation by RF pulse, the spins precess coherently, creating a transverse
component of the net magnetization in XY plane. However, interaction between spins
creates random local magnetic field variation leading to fluctuations in the precessional
frequency of protons and loss of phase coherence. Consequently, the magnitude of the
transverse magnetization Mxy decays to 37% of its original value in a time equal to T2 and
finally decays completely [62]. Figure 11 shows how the spins begin to lose phase coherence,
some spins gain a few degrees on the net magnetization, while others fall a few degrees
behind, over time all pointing in random directions.
The receive coil located perpendicular to equilibrium net magnetization can be used to
detect the signal provided by transverse magnetization decay. This detected signal can be
expressed using Bloch Equation as follows [63]:
̂

̂

̂

where T1 and T2 are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times.
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(6)

Figure 11: T2 relaxation process. As spin start to precess, the magnitude of its M xy component is reduced [64].

There are two mechanisms leading to loss of phase coherence and decay of transverse
magnetization. The first involves spins experiencing slightly different magnetic field due to
their interactions with neighboring nuclei. The second results from hardware imperfections
and B0 inhomogeneity. Figure 12 illustrates the exponential decay in detected signal due to
pure T2 relaxation and the combined effect including B0 inhomogeneity leading to

which

is shorter from T2.

Figure 12: Exponential decay in detected signal. Due to B0 inhomogeneity the decreasing of signal is
accelerated such that
is significantly shorter than T2 [58].
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Figure 13: A typical free induction decay signal and measurement of a time based signal using RF receive
coil [64].

3.3. Free Induction Decay (FID)
As it was described to this point, a signal can be acquired in transverse plane by
application of a static magnetic field B0 and second RF field B1. The measurable signal can
be described by its temporal component or by their frequency component including
amplitude and phase. In general, the associated frequency for a time-dependant signal can be
mathematically represented by Fourier transformation.
In MR imaging, the net magnetization M0 can be rotated to transverse plane by
application of a 90 degree RF pulse. This rotation induces a signal in a receive coil after
terminating the RF pulse [60]. This signal, which is the result of the free precession of the
net magnetization in the transverse plane, is known as the Free Induction Decay (FID) since
it gradually decays due to relaxation mechanism as illustrated in Figure 13.
This FID signal oscillates at Larmor frequency and its amplitude starts from an initial
value which is proportional to the density of observed protons in the sample being
measured. The amplitude decreases exponentially with
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effective transverse relaxation time

constant. By measuring this FID signal and employing Fourier transformation the
frequency-based MR spectrum is obtained.
For the described FID signal, the RF pulse and FID signal detection take place in one
uninterrupted sequence. However, it is sometimes advantageous to collect signals after
disappearance of FID signal using techniques which are known as spin echo and gradient
echo.

3.4. Image formation
When a subject is placed in an MR system, the protons align along the static magnetic
field and precess with the proton Larmor frequency. When RF Field is applied perpendicular
to the static magnetic field the protons are excited and precess into phase. MR signal is
detected immediately after RF pulse termination. There is a problem with the approach
however in that all the protons’ resonance frequency are identical and therefore the detected
signal in the receive coil does not contain any spatial information.

3.4.1.

Slice selection

In order to relate the detected signal to spatial positions of the protons which contribute
to signal generation, two operations need to be performed: selection of a slice of interest and
spatial encoding of the information. By adding another gradient to provide a linearly varying
magnetic field with position, the main magnetic field would then depend upon position. If
the volume is then exposed to an RF pulse with a narrow range of frequency, only those
protons in the thin slice with the same Larmor frequency as RF pulse would be excited. This
operation is known as slice selection. In general, slice selection involves application of
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gradients in three directions and an RF pulse with the same range of frequency as the slice of
interest [62]. The Equation for slice of interest can be written as
⃗
where ⃗

(7)

is a combination of gradients in three directions and

is the position of slice of interest. The slice thickness of slice of interest is proportional to
two parameters [65]: the bandwidth of the RF pulse (
field gradient (|

|):

|

3.4.2.

), and the amplitude of magnetic

|

(8)

Spatial encoding

If a second magnetic gradient, Gx, is applied orthogonal to the slice select gradient while
receiving signal, the frequency of detected signal would be related to the its position along
the Gx gradient. The longer the frequency encoding gradient is left on, the higher the
frequency components of the NMR signal that are swept. This gradient is known as readout
gradient or the frequency encoding gradient [60]. This gradient provides spatial information
along x-axis in a slice of interest. The amplitude of each frequency component in Fourier
transform of detected signal for each position along the x-axis is proportional to summed
signal in the y direction.
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To encode the spatial information in Y-axis another gradient is applied prior to readout
gradient in an axis orthogonal to the readout and the slice select gradient. This gradient is
called phase encoding gradient, Gy, and in combination with Gx provides the spatial
information in two dimensions [60]. During application of the readout gradient, Nx data
points are sampled in the readout direction.

3.4.3.

K-space trajectory

If Gy gradient is changed for Ny times in y-direction, a matrix with Nx

Ny is acquired.

This matrix is known as k-space data set which is collected during data acquisition and is the
frequency domain representation for an MR image. Figure 14 demonstrates a typical k-space
date set. The horizontal axis, known as Kx, corresponds to the spatial frequency variable in
the readout direction. The vertical axis, known as Ky, is the spatial frequency variable in the
phase encoding direction. K-space variables can be written as
⃗
where ⃗

∫ ⃗

(9)

is the combination of slice selection, phase encoding and frequency encoding

Figure 14: A typical k-space domain. Kx denotes the direction of frequency encoding and Ky denotes the
direction of phase encoding [66].
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gradients [65].
The detected MR signal in receiver coils can be expressed as
∬
where

∬

( )

⃗

(10)

is the object being imaged. By substituting Equation (9) in (10)
(

where (

∫ ⃗⃗

)

)

∬

(11)

is the k-space data. The final MR image can be acquired by

application of inverse Fourier transformation to k-space data as follows:
∬ (

)

(12)

Various techniques have been developed for playing out the gradient

and to traverse

the k-space. The most common technique is Cartesian trajectory which traverses the k-space
linearly in a line by line fashion. Some other techniques which can be non-linear and/or nonparallel are spiral, and radial. Each technique has its own advantages and disadvantages.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: A schematic of gradient echo pulse sequence (a) which sample k-space lines in Cartesian fashion
(b) [65].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16: a schematic of spiral sequence with radial readout in two direction (a), and one interleave of spiral
trajectory in k-space domain (b) [65].

3.4.3.1. Cartesian trajectory
In a conventional spin-warp sequence, k-space data is acquired on a rectilinear grid. In
this grid, any line of sampled data for each Gy is placed parallel to Kx axis. This type of kspace is called Cartesian trajectory which creates a spatial frequency array which can be
presented directly to Fourier transform. Figure 15 depicts a 2-D gradient echo sequence
producing Cartesian readouts. A slice select gradient (Gslice) is used to select the slice of
interest followed by a phase encoding gradient which determines which line of k y should be
acquired. Subsequently a frequency encoding gradient is applied with its initial part
determining the starting kx point and the remaining part of the gradient producing k-space
data parallel to the ky axis. Image reconstruction with Cartesian trajectory is fast and
straightforward due to the uniform rectilinear array. In addition, data collection in the
rectilinear manner is robust to system imperfections such as B0 inhomogeneity. However,
this technique prolongs the scan time and usually TE and TR are longer than with other
non-Cartesian trajectories.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 17: Radial pulse sequence with radial readout out in two directions (a), and radial trajectories in k-space
domain showing oversampling of center of k-space in this method (b) [65].

3.4.3.2. Spiral trajectory
Spiral trajectory samples the k-space during a spiral traversal instead of rectilinear
traversal (Figure 16). This trajectory is implemented by manipulating Gx and Gy gradients
during continuous data sampling. Since the collected data points are not on a grid, an
interpolation is performed on data points prior to Fourier transformation. Spiral trajectory
can be very fast since all the data points can be acquired in one shot during one spiral with
one excitation. This approach is referred to as single-shot spiral acquisition, however, it
suffers from severe artifacts due to off-resonance. Multi-shot or interleaved spiral acquires
multiple spiral shots in each excitation. As a result, the whole k-space is collected using
multiple but shorter spirals. This leads to reduction of off-resonance artifact.
3.4.3.3. Radial trajectory
In radial scanning (also known as projection reconstruction [67]), data points in k-space are
sampled along radius of a circle. The sampling starts from one endpoint of a diagonal and
ends on the other end using two readout gradients simultaneously turned on in x and y
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directions. Figure 17 shows a radial pulse sequence and its k-space traversal. In this method,
the data points in the center of k-space are oversampled. This results in an improvement in
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the contrast but with the penalty of a lower spatial resolution.
This acquisition is less sensitive to flow and motion compared to spin-warp (Cartesian
trajectory) technique due to averaging in low spatial frequencies by oversampling of the
center of k-space [68]. Since the trajectory lines need smaller phase encoding as with spiral
acquisitions, gradients compared to Cartesian and spiral trajectories, TE is shorter with this
technique. The disadvantage of this technique (as with spiral readout) is that the
reconstruction is more complicated and slower due to non-linear sampling of k-space which
makes the direct inverse Fourier transformation not possible, requiring preprocessing and
data regridding.

3.5. Ultra short TE (UTE) technique
UTE technique was initially proposed for lung imaging [69-71] and improved the signal
detection of tissues with T2 relaxation times as short as few hundred milliseconds [72-74].

Figure 18: Conventional 2-D UTE sequence based on two back to back scan with half RF pulse [75].
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This technique is based on employing half RF pulses and radial sampling starting from the
center of k-space. Figure 18 demonstrates the conventional UTE sequence based on two
back to back scan with half RF pulse. In this sequence, a half RF pulse is applied with a slice
excitation gradient without refocusing lobe to shorten the TE. The collected data is
combined with the data acquired using the same sequence with inverted slice excitation
gradient. Radial sampling is employed to collect the data starting from the center or k-space
in contrast to regular radial sampling, where data sampling is started from one endpoint of kspace lines to the other endpoint on the diagonal. Compared to Cartesian trajectory, centerout radial sampling results in elimination of phase encoding gradient and rephasing gradient
in the readout direction to get back to the center of k-space. This means sampling can be
started immediately after ramp down of RF pulse and slice select gradient. In addition, data
sampling can be performed during readout gradient ramp up (rising slope of gradient) using
non-linear sampling [76] and therefore TE is defined as the distance between the center of
RF pulse and the beginning of readout gradient which can be as short as tens of
microseconds.
The UTE technique involves a radial sampling of Free Induction delay (FID), implying
doubling of the number of radial profiles (0-360o) in comparison to the standard radial
trajectory (0 - 180o). Since the reversed gradients are not used to form an echo and half RF
pulses are not refocused, UTE is not spin echo or recalled gradient echo. But, since there is
no echo, UTE technique is usually known as gradient echo.
In the conventional pulse sequences, Echo time (TE) is defined as the distance between
the centers of RF pulse and readout gradient. This time is used to apply several gradients in
pulse sequence such as slice select gradient, phase encoding gradient, the initial lobe of
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frequency encoding gradient which is the first half of readout gradient to reach the center of
k-space (rephasing lobe). These gradients cause the TE in conventional sequences to be on
the order of few milliseconds. In this sequence, data is sampled based on rectilinear sampling
using Cartesian trajectory as is shown in Figure 15.

3.5.1.

3-D Ultra-short TE

As previously explained, conventional UTE is based on 2-D radial sampling of the FID.
This technique suffers from partial volume effects as well as difficulties in the slice selection.
Alternatively, UTE technique can be implemented using a 3-D technique to improve partial
volume effects due to higher spatial resolution [78]. In addition, 3-D UTE does not have the
difficulties of 2D UTE in slice selection which requires two half RF pulse with inverted slice
select gradient. The radial readout trajectory in 3-D UTE is based on radial traversal of
evenly spaced k-space lines starting from center of k-space and ending on the surface of a
sphere with radius Kmax determined by spatial resolution in three spatial directions (Figure
19). Readout directions are defined by the angle φ from ky axis and by angle of θ from kz

Figure 19: The radial readout trajectory in 3-D UTE. Kmax is the radius of radial k-space which is
determined by spatial resolution in three spatial directions [77].
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Figure 20: 3-D UTE sequence based on slice selective RF pulse using radial readout gradient in two
directions.

axis. This technique can be performed using slice selective RF pulse [79, 80] as well as nonselective hard RF pulse. 3-D slice selective UTE is shown in Figure 20.
The slice selective 3-D UTE technique has not been practically used due to longer TE on
the order of 1 millisecond. To achieve even shorter TE, a non-selective RF pulse can be
used which results in slice rephasing gradient to be removed. A non-selective 3-D UTE
using a hard RF pulse is shown in Figure 21 where TE is defined as the distance between the
end of the RF pulse and the beginning of the readout gradient. The TE is only limited to
transmit/receive switching time of the coil which can be reduced to as short as 8
microseconds [81].
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Figure 21: 3-D UTE sequence based on non-selective RF pulse using radial readout gradient in two
directions. TE can be reduced to 8 microseconds using this sequence [82].

3.5.2.

Kooshball and stack-of-star trajectories

3-D UTE imaging can be performed using angularly isotropic or non-isotropic sampling.
Isotropic sampling, known as “kooshball” [83], yields isotropic spatial resolution. The
kooshball trajectory includes multiple interleaves each a rotated version of the first one
around z axis. Each interleave consists of multiple radial projection whose endpoints follow
a spiral path running from one pole to the other on the surface of a sphere. Figure 22(a)
illustrates one interleave of kooshball acquisition with endpoints of center-out gradients
located on the surface of sphere. This technique has better flow and motion insensitivity as
well as higher scan efficiency compared to Cartesian trajectory.
Figure 22(b) illustrates the non-isotropic stack-of-stars trajectory [84] where a cylindrical
volume is acquired by sampling multiple slices using the center-out radial trajectory. A
conventional phase encoding in Z direction is used to collect multiple slices in the through
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(b)

(a)

Figure 22: Two 3-D trajectory acquisition. One interleave of kooshball trajectory (a) and 13 slices of stackof-stars (b) is shown. The dot points are the end-point of projections in k-space.

plane direction. Unlike kooshball acquisition, this acquisition strategy is non-isotropic and
hence the number of slices are adjustable leading to a shorter acquisition time. Having
center-out k-space radial trajectories for both of these 3-D trajectory acquisitions helps
reduce the effect of intravoxel dephasing and related phase artifacts due to inherent
minimization of first moment of readout gradient by oversampling of the center of k-space
[2].
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4. FLOW IMAGING AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE
ANGIOGRAPHY (MRA)
4.1. Introduction
In the past few decades, many imaging techniques have been developed for blood flow
imaging and quantification. X-ray radiography, X-ray Computer Tomography (CT) scan,
nuclear medicine, and ultrasound have been used for flow imaging [85-88]. Each of these
techniques has both advantages and disadvantages when compared to MRI. For instance,
radiographic techniques and nuclear medicine suffers from ionizing radiation and contrast
injection which make these techniques invasive, but at the same time they enjoy higher
spatial resolution (radiography) and are more sensitive (nuclear medicine). Ultrasound flow
imaging, on the other hand, is not accurate in case of air or bone appearance [89], yet is less
costly than MRI. MRI, as an alternative technique, has been widely used for quantitative flow
imaging [90-94]. The advantage of MRI in the context is that it can determine all three
components of flow velocities. No other method has this capability.
Magnetic resonance angiography is one of the main techniques for flow visualization
which is based on measuring an attribute of the flowing blood in the cardiovascular system.
In the past, angiography was limited to x-ray angiography, wherein blood vessels are imaged
after injection of a contrast agent to increase the contrast between blood and surrounding
stationary tissues. However, this technique is invasive due to radiation exposure and may
cause infection and bleeding. With MRI, however, in addition to contrast-enhanced MR
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angiography [95-99] which is available, non-contrast [100-105] methods are also possible.
Non-contrast MRA does not require insertion of catheters and injection of contrast agent. In
the case of non-contrast MRA, image acquisition is based either on inflow or phase effects in
order to enhance signal from the flowing blood and suppressing the stationary tissue. Noncontrast MRA technique can be categorized into two major classes: 1- inflow MRI or timeof-flight (TOF) [106], 2- Phase Contrast Angiography (PCA) [107].

4.2. Time-of-Flight (TOF)
TOF is the most time-efficient MRA technique and is based on movement of enhanced
unsaturated flowing blood into a saturated stationary tissue slice. TOF can be performed in
two ways: black blood or bright blood imaging.
Black blood imaging is based on a spin echo acquisition. This technique voids the signal
from flowing image while increasing the signal from stationary tissues. In this technique the
flowing blood only experiences one RF pulse in contrast to stationary tissue which is excited
by both 90o and 180o pulses. This fact results in low intensity for flowing blood compared to
static tissue. For high velocities, most of the spins exit the slice of interest before applying
the 180o pulse and therefore appear dark in the image. One advantage of black blood
imaging is that since all blood is void, turbulent flow creates a void signal similar to regular
blood flow.
Bright blood TOF is a gradient echo technique which is based on signal enhancement
caused by moving of unsaturated blood into the slice of interest which contains saturated
blood by applying two consecutive 90o RF pulse. Unsaturated fresh spins which are replaced
with saturated spins in the slice of interest only experience second RF pulse and therefore by
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Figure 23: A schematic of blood refreshment TOF technique. Blood refreshment depends on flow velocity,
volume thickness and repetition time TR.

detecting signal shortly after second RF pulse produce a higher signal intensity compared to
stationary spins which experience both RF pulses. This technique has some significant
advantages. For instance, arteries or veins may be selectively imaged by the use of a
presaturation protocol. In addition, in contrast to phase contrast angiography image
subtraction is not necessary resulting in shorter scan time and computing requirements.
Figure 23 shows a schematic of TOF technique where fresh blood moves into the slice that
has experienced an RF pulse. In this case, the maximum contrast between flowing blood and
stationary tissue is achieved when the blood is completely refreshed and the readout is
immediately after excitation.

4.3. Phase Contrast Angiography (PCA)
Phase contrast angiography (PCA) is based the fact that flowing blood induces a phase
shift in the MR signal which is proportional to velocity of flowing blood. There is a direct
correlation between accumulated phase shift and signal intensity. In standard MR imaging,
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Figure 24: An example of flow sensitive gradient consisting of two lobes with identical shape.

signal intensity is the basis for image reconstruction and the acquired image is referred to
as the magnitude image. However, in phase contrast MRI, the phase of spins in each voxel is
the basis for image reconstruction and the reconstructed image is called the phase image. In
phase contrast a flow sensitive gradient is applied during acquisition and consequently phase
of image correlates to velocity of flowing spins. The reconstructed image in this case is called
phase velocity map or phase contrast image in which the phase image is mapped to describe
the velocity difference between flowing spins across the image.
The flow sensitive gradient is a bipolar gradient consisting of two gradient pulses with
identical shape and area but inverse amplitude (Figure 24). When a moving spin experience a
bipolar gradient, the spin accumulates a net phase at the end of bipolar gradient. This
accumulated phase is correlated to the velocity of spin during the flow sensitive gradient.
However, static spins accumulate zero phase at the end of flow sensitive gradient because
accumulated phase during opposite amplitude gradients cancel each other.
Phase changes, in addition to dependency on motion, are dependent on eddy currents
and magnetic field inhomogeneity. Therefore, to remove the phase changes due to these
issues, a flow compensated background image is acquired using flow compensated gradient
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Figure 25: Magnitude and phase image for flow sensitive and compensated scan using phase contrast
angiography and measured phase velocity map by subtraction of the phase of the two scans[2].

which is identical to flow sensitive gradient with opposite amplitudes. The phase contrast
image with exclusive dependency on motion effects can be obtained by subtracting the flow
compensated image from the flow sensitive image. Figure 25 demonstrates the magnitude
image and phase image acquired using a standards phase contrast sequence and phase
velocity map is shown after subtraction of phase images in flow sensitive and flow
compensated scans. In general, phase contrast imaging includes two, three or four
acquisition to collect the flow sensitive images in different directions as well as one flow
compensated image. The flow sensitive gradient can be applied in foot-to-head (FH),
anterior-posterior (AP), and right-left (RL) directions. The flow compensated image can be
subtracted from each of the flow sensitive images in these three directions and three PC
images can be then constructed, each representing velocity in the corresponding direction.

4.4. Flow quantification
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Based on physics of MR image formation, in the presence of a magnetic field gradient
vector G, spins accumulate phase shift:
∫
where

(13)

is the time-varying magnetic field gradient and is the position of spins. The

position of spins can be written as
(14)
where motion terms higher than order one are assumed zero.
spin and

is the initial position of the

describes the velocity of the moving spin. By substituting (11) in (10)

accumulated phase shift can be expressed as
∫
where

and

{

}

(15)

are the zeroth and first moment of gradient which are defined as
∫

(16)

∫

(17)

To control the motion sensitivity of MR images, flow sensitive gradient can be applied
during data acquisition (Figure 24). The first moment of this bipolar gradient,

, can be

adjusted according to the motion sensitivity and other gradients are conFigured to be
insensitive to the motion and produce zero first moment of gradient. By designing a flow
encoding gradient such that

is zero, the accumulated phase shift in (15) can be written as
(18)

Based on (18), the velocity of moving spins is proportional to phase shift as follows
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(19)
The velocity of spins can be measured in three directions via application of flow sensitive
gradients in different directions. This can be performed by applying bipolar gradients in slice
selection, phase encoding and frequency encoding directions between the slice select and
readout gradients.
Since the phase value is only unique between

and

, a velocity value higher than a

specific value cannot be encoded. The highest velocity encoded value which corresponds to
a

phase shift is known as velocity encoding or Venc and can be expressed as
(20)
It is critically important to adjust the Venc value correctly because if the actual value of

velocity is higher than Venc, the measured phase will be out of range of [
measured velocity value in that case aliases back to a low value, causing artifacts.
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] and the

5. DISTURBED AND TURBULENT FLOW
QUANTIFICATION
5.1. Conventional techniques
PC MRI, which was described in Chapter 4, is a reliable non-invasive technique for
characterization and quantification of cardiovascular blood flow and has been employed for
blood flow quantification in the heart [108, 109], aorta and aortic valve [110, 111], Carotid
vessels [112, 113], and various cardiovascular diseases. However, this technique is not
accurate in cases of atherosclerotic disease or where blood flow is disturbed or turbulent.
Disturbed flow may be seen at bifurcations, branch point, and other regions of the arterial
tree where blood flow is altered. These areas are more prone to atherosclerosis and
narrowing in vessels causing turbulent flow and a high velocity jet distal to a stenosis [5, 47,
114, 115]. Carotid bifurcation is one of the main sites of atherosclerosis and is a good
example of complex and disturbed blood flow due to atypical geometry of this branch site
[116].
A signal loss may appear distal to a stenosis due to this turbulent blood flow [8, 117]. In
addition, turbulent flow results in velocity fluctuations, leading to intravoxel dephasing and
significant error in velocity measurement and assessment of blood flow. Intravoxel
dephasing is produced due to distribution of various velocities in a voxel which leads to
signal phase interference [118]. Various factors have been reported as the cause of signal loss
in previous studies. Acceleration, higher order flow, and fluid mixing leading to intravoxel
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dephasing [6, 7], and phase mis-registration errors due to phase shift between phase encoding
steps [4, 7] are main reasons for artifacts.
Several approaches have been developed to potentially reduce the signal loss and image
artifacts in PC MR images [4-7]. Contribution of higher order motion such as acceleration[68, 10], partial volume effect and the voxel size [5, 119-122], accurate Velocity encoding
parameter (Venc) [4], and aligning orientation of slice of interest with the jet flow [123, 124]
(in this case flow encoding is not through-plane but in-plane) are some approaches used for
reducing the signal loss due to intravoxel dephasing.
One important approach that results in significant impact in correction of the signal loss is
reduction of the echo time (TE). Reducing the TE decreases the intravoxel dephasing and
results in a higher signal to noise ratio and more reliable estimation of velocity in PC MRI. A
shorter TE reduces the effect of intravoxel dephasing since velocity measurement times are
shorter. Several groups have studied the effect of TE on signal loss and velocity
quantification [5, 8-11, 121, 125, 126]. In [125], it was shown that the area of signal loss is
increased by decreasing the pixel size and increased TE. Another study reported that by
shortening the TE to 3.1 msec in MRA of Carotid arteries, the signal loss reduced [11].
However, due to higher order of motion and velocity fluctuation even with TE=3.1 msec, a
significant dephasing and signal loss appeared. In [10], the effect of TE and other parameters
on signal loss was studied, and by varying the TE between 2.7 and 19 msec, it was
demonstrated that the smallest signal loss was achieved for TE=2.7 msec. Another study
reported that a spiral phase-contrast sequence with TE=1.6 msec was capable of measuring
flow in the case of high flow jet distal to stenosis [5]. Recently, a new PC sequence based on
the ultra-short TE (UTE) technique was presented with TE reduced to 0.65 msec [12].
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5.2. Ultra short TE (UTE) technique
UTE technique was initially proposed for lung imaging [69-71] and recently has been
employed for recognition of lung diseases such as cystic fibrosis and emphysema [127, 128].
The ultra-short TE in this technique improves the signal detection of tissues with T2
relaxation time as short as few hundred milliseconds [72-74]. This technique has been used
for several clinical applications such as cortical bone [129-131], Tendons and ligaments [132,
133], Atherosclerotic Plaque [134-136], knee [129, 137-139], Articular cartilage [140-144],
spine [145], temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disk [146], liver [147, 148] and neuroimaging in
brain and central nervous system [149, 150]. Recently, a 2-D phase-contrast MR sequence
was presented based on the ultra-short TE (UTE) technique with TE reduced to 0.65 msec
[12]. This study proved to be a more reliable technique for measuring high velocities due to
robustness to intravoxel dephasing and signal loss. However, this technique had some
disadvantages including underestimation of low flow rates.

5.3. Shortcomings of Previous UTE-PC MRI Technique
The first UTE-PC technique was presented by O’Brien et al. [9] for quantitative
assessment of blood flow in stenotic valvular disease. The proposed 2-D UTE technique
shortened the TE through two approaches: (i) by combining the slice select gradient with
flow encoding/compensation gradient and (ii) by starting data acquisition from the
beginning of gradient ramp using non-linear sampling. TE is defined in this case as the
distance between the center of the RF pulse to the beginning of the readout gradient. The
strategy results in few potential problems. The approach involves combination of an
inverted slice select gradient with the flow encoding gradient in order to achieve a short TE.
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The slice select gradient was inverted to permit shorter total gradient duration. However,
inverting the sign of slice select gradient causes more sensitivity to scanner imperfections,
and in particular, B0 inhomogeneities, resulting in phase errors and velocity miscalculations.
In general, B0 inhomogeneity can cause a frequency offset (
in slice position (

), leading to an offset

). This offset is more problematic for 2-D PC-UTE

technique, since the slice select gradient is inverted for flow compensation scan compared to
flow encoding scan and therefore slice position offset is double (

). As

previously shown in Equation (8), slice thickness depends on the amplitude of magnetic field
gradient and therefore by decreasing the gradient strength to provide a high Venc, slice
thickness increases and thereby slice position offset increases.
In addition, combining the flow encoding and slice select gradients leads to dependency
of the slice select gradient on the velocity encoding gradient. This dependency causes
limitations on the minimum achievable slice thickness and therefore the velocity-encoded
gradient strength which is controlled by the velocity encoding (Venc) parameter. The
minimum achievable TE with the technique reported in [12] was 0.65 msec with Venc=500
cm/s and a minimum slice thickness of 8.75 mm which often is not clinically applicable.
Additionally, with this dependency, flow assessment is only possible in the through-plane
direction
Another problem with the 2-D UTE-PC sequence is that, this technique underestimates
the flow measurement in low flow rates compared to conventional technique. This is most
likely due to large gradient strength required for low Venc in order to shorten the TE. This
large gradient strength can cause eddy current error and background phase offset. At a flow
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Figure 26: The proposed 3-D UTE-PC MRI sequence. The flow sensitive (encoding) and compensated
scans are acquired through combination of a bipolar gradient and refocusing part of slice select gradient.
Gradient Gz is applied to acquire multiple slices in a volume using stack of star strategy.

rate such as 100 mL/s (average velocity of 44 cm/sec) the error exceed 25% using this
technique [9].
As a part of this dissertation, a novel 3-D cine UTE-PC sequence has been developed to
obviate the problems with the previous UTE-PC technique. In addition, it was shown that
the correction of phase errors produced by gradient delays improves the result of the UTEPC technique. The proposed sequence has been utilized to quantitatively measure blood
velocity in an 87% area stenosis phantom under steady flow as well as in the carotid
bifurcation which is associated with disturbed blood flow in normal volunteers.

5.4. 3-D UTE Phase-Contrast (PC) MRI
Figure 26 shows the proposed 3-D UTE-PC pulse sequence where the slice excitation
gradient is combined with flow encoding/compensation gradient. As with the previous 2-D
technique, k-space sampling starts with the rising slope of readout gradient. Two back-to-
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back RF pulse and readout gradients are used in order to construct one flow sensitive image
and one flow compensated (reference) image. In comparison to [12], the sign of slice
excitation gradient is not inverted due to disadvantages of inverting slice excitation. The
inversion of slice select gradient lessens the gradient lobes to be played out during TE and
hence leads to shorter TE. However, this gradient inversion results in the high sensitivity of
the sequence to hardware imperfection and the consequent phase errors. In order to reduce
the gradient duration during TE and in order to reduce the higher sensitivity of conventional
2-D UTE to hardware imperfections in the proposed technique, only the slice refocusing
Section of the slice select gradient is combined with the flow encoding gradient. This, results
in slightly longer TE compared to 2-D UTE-PC but short enough to resolve the introvoxel
dephasing. In addition, the dependency of flow encoding and slice thickness is reduced
compared to previous techniques and slice thickness is significantly decreased. The
minimum achievable slice thickness for Venc=500 using 2-D UTE-PC technique is 8.75mm
whereas in the proposed sequence slice thickness can be adjusted as necessary.
The readout trajectory in UTE is based on radial traversal of evenly spaced k-space lines
starting from the center of k-space. Having center-out k-space radial trajectory reduces the
effect of intravoxel dephasing due to inherent minimization of first moment of readout
gradient by oversampling of the center of k-space [2]. This oversampling in the center of kspace results in higher SNR for lower spatial frequencies compared to higher spatial
frequencies and therefore decreases the motion artifact and pulsatile flow induced artifacts.
In the proposed technique, 3-D non-Cartesian trajectory acquisition based on the “stackof-stars” [84] strategy was employed to collect multiple slices in a cylindrical volume through
the flow encoding direction. Stack-of-star trajectory was explained in Section 3.5.2. A phase
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encoding gradient in Z direction, Gz, is employed to collect multiple slices along throughplane flow direction.

5.5. Phase error correction
Center-out k-space radial trajectories help to reduce the effect of intravoxel dephasing
and related phase artifacts due to inherent first moment minimization of the readout
gradient by oversampling the center of k-space [2]. However, center-out k-space lines are
sensitive to phase errors due to several parameters such as gradient delays, eddy currents,
and B0 field inhomogeneity. This can result in a mis-centering of k-space trajectory and leads
to image artifact as well as erroneous phase calculations. To resolve the phase error in the
proposed UTE technique with center-out radial readout, a phase error correction technique
has been developed based on auto-correlation [151]. With this phase correction, the first
order term of the phase along the readout direction due to gradient delays is eliminated.
Since the k-space in radial trajectory is a non-uniformly sampled, an efficient algorithm
for reconstructing the image is necessary. This algorithm is known as Non-Uniform Fast
Fourier Transform (NFFT) which includes several steps to produce the image from acquired
k-space [152]. Using this technique and regridding of non-uniform k-space and rectilinear
shape k-space is reproduced to facilitate image reconstruction. For more descriptions about
NFFT algorithm, see [152].
Since the gradient delays in three physical gradient directions are independent, the
consequent k-space mis-centering and phase errors in each three directions are independent
as well. Assuming regridding of radial k-space to a rectilinear k-space, and three independent
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phase errors in three k-space directions, the phase distorted MR image

can be

expressed as:
(21)
where ,

,

, and

represent the original image matrix without phase error and

phase error in x, y, and z directions in the measured image, respectively. Considering the
reconstructed data as a 3-D volume with M N W voxels, matrix has the same number of
elements.
By repeating the same scan with inverted readout gradients, the phase errors in three
directions will be inverted. Thus, the reconstructed image from the second scan is
(22)
Considering independent phase error in three directions, normalized cross-correlations
between two scans can be performed separately in each direction using M N W matrices
and

. To calculate the cross-correlation, matrix

can be written as

∑

(23)

Assuming phase error only in z direction, if we substitute (21) and (22) in (23), we find
∑
where

(24)

is the M N correlation matrix between two scan in z direction. Normalized cross-

correlation between the two scans in z direction can be expressed as

| |
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∑
|∑

Since

(25)

|

is positive and real valued for MR images and its phase is always

zero, phase shift in z directions can be measured as
∑

= arg(

|∑

|

)

(26)

(27)
From Equation (27), it can be seen that the phase shift in z direction is proportional to
the phase of normalized cross-correlation of two scans. Alternately, phase shift in x and y
directions,

and

, can be calculated using
(28)
(29)

where

and

are
∑
|∑

|

∑
|∑

|

(30)

(31)

By measuring the phase error in each direction the phase corrected image will be
(32)
Based on the Fourier shift theorem, Equation (32) can be written as
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FH

AP

RL

Figure 27: Phantom result for different flow directions. The first row shows the original images using 3-D
UTE-PC imaging in FH, AP, and RL flow direction respectively. The second row shows the result after phase
error correction.

(
where

and

1

)

(33)

are Fourier transform of images

are trajectory delays in

,

, and

and

in k-space domain.

directions which are equal to

,
,

, and
, and

respectively.

5.6. Phase error correction and calibration using Static phantom
In order to reduce the phase error, a one-time calibration is performed by scanning a
static phantom prior to the in-vivo scan based on the described phase correction technique.
Imaging of static phantom was performed on an Achieva 1.5T Philips scanner using a
combined 16-element SENSE head coil with following parameters: TE/TR = 1.09/6.2 ms,
FOV=180 180 mm, and spatial resolution=1.17 1.17 5.0 mm. These parameters were
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selected identical to the scan parameters for in-vivo studies. Alternatively, the scan
parameters were selected identical to stenotic phantom scan for flow phantom study.
The trajectory delays for each k-space directions were measured using the proposed phase
error correction technique. Due to implementation difficulty for application of different
trajectory delay to different k-space directions and also being aware of the fact that trajectory
delays have quite similar values in all directions, the average trajectory delays in three
directions is applied to all three directions in all subsequent studies. It should be noted that
trajectory delays applied to flow phantom study and in-vivo study are slightly different due
to different scan parameters in flow phantom and in-vivo scans.
Figure 27 demonstrates the results of static phantom study using proposed 3-D UTE-PC
sequence with stack-of-stars trajectory in three flow directions. The top row shows the three
images with different flow directions without trajectory delay correction. The bottom row
shows the images after calculation of trajectory delay using proposed phase error correction
method and their subsequent application for each direction. The images after trajectory delay
correction reveal significantly less phase error resembling ghosting in first row images. This
phase error has considerable effect in phase-contrast technique and flow quantification
wherein phase variation in flowing blood is desirable and any other source of phase
deviation should be eliminated.

5.7. Steady flow in stenotic flow phantom
5.7.1.

Experimental setup

An idealized rigid model of axisymmetric Gaussian shape was machined from transparent
acrylic. We initially aimed the occlusion to have a 90% area narrowing at the throat.
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Figure 28: Schematic of the experimental setup showing the test Section with 87% area stenosis which was
machined in-house from clear acrylic plastic.

However, later, the exact geometry was measured with high-resolution CT (0.22 × 0.22 ×
0.625 mm3) and the narrowing was determined to be 87%. There were additional
imperfections in fabrication of the phantom which caused the phantom geometry to not be
entirely axi-symmetric. The stenosis diameter is 25.4 mm at the inlet and narrows down to
9.04 mm at the throat. To ensure fully developed laminar flow, devoid of disturbance, at the
entrance of the model, a 75-cm long straight rigid acrylic tube was positioned upstream of
the phantom. Fluid viscosity was 0.0043 Pa.s and fluid density was 1060 kg/m3 at 65 degree
F. Figure 28 shows the stenotic phantom setup in a closed loop flow system. A CardioFlow
1000 programmable pump (Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies, London, Ontario,
Canada) was used for generating steady and pulsatile flows.
The viscosity of the blood-mimicking solution utilized in the MRI experiments was
measured using a LVT Cone-Plate viscometer (Brookfield Labs., Stoughton, MA, USA) to
be 0.022 Pa.s at 68°F. The density of the solution was 1600 kg/m3. The solution had a T1
and T2 value of 500 ms and 45 ms, respectively, at a main field of 3T.
Three flow rates indicating low (Q= 13.2mL/s), medium (Q=39.4mL/s), and high
(Q=300mL/s) flow rate were studied. These flow rates translate to the following Reynolds
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numbers at the inlet: Re = 160, Re = 480, Re = 3618, and the following Reynolds numbers
at the throat: Re = 440, Re = 1324, Re = 10022, respectively.

5.7.2.

Imaging Protocol

Imaging was performed on an Achieva 1.5T Philips scanner using a 16-element SENSE
knee coil. The Imaging volume covered ~50 mm of phantom and the scan was repeated 6
times to covers 300 mm of phantom including about 50 mm proximal and 250 mm distal to
the throat of the stenosis (Figure 19). Each scan included 17 slices for Cartesian and spiral
trajectories with the slice thickness of 4 mm and 1 mm overlap between slices and 10 slices
for 3-D UTE sequence with the slice thickness of 4 mm and no overlap between slices. For
the spiral trajectory, 30 interleaves each with 4 ms readouts were used. The other parameters
for Cartesian, spiral, and 3-D UTE PC MRI are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Acquisition parameters at Q=13.2, 39.4, and 300 mL/s for Cartesian, spiral, and 3-D UTE PC MRI
for Phantom Studies. The Cartesian and the spiral acquisitions were multi-slice 2D acquisitions
Parameter
Cartesian PC MRI
Spiral PC MRI
3-D UTE-PC MRI
FOV [mm]

120x120x51

120x120x51

120x120x40

TE in Q=13.2 (ms)

5

3.5

2.5

TR in Q=13.2 (ms)

7.9

9.9

12.7

TE in Q=39.4 (ms)

4.4

2.9

1.9

TR in Q=39.4 (ms)

7.3

9.3

8.6

TE in Q=300 (ms)

4.2

2.5

0.95

TR in Q=300 (ms)

7.3

8.8

5.7

30, 75, 500

30, 75, 500

30, 75, 500

1.5x1.5x4.0

1.5x1.5x4.0

1.5x1.5x4.0

12

12

12

3: 07

1:59

2:36

Venc at Q=13.2, 39.4,
300 (mL/s)
Spatial resolution
(mm)
Flip angle (degree)
Imaging time
for one FOV (min)
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Figure 29: A schematic of the geometry of the phantom with six ROI where data were collected. The dash
line shows the position of a slice 33 mm distal to stenosis.

Figure 30: Magnitude image (first row), velocity image (second row), and velocity profile (third row) for low
flow rate Q=13.2 mL/s at 33 mm distal to throat of the stenosis using Cartesian (first column), spiral (second
column), and 3-D UTE (third column) PC MRI sequences. The magnitudes, flows, and velocity profiles are in
agreement for three techniques.
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Table 2: Average flow rate measured through the phantom (averaged over 85 slices - 25 cm of length along
the phantom) – 5 cm proximal to throat to 20 cm distal to throat. Re number is measured at the throat of
phantom.
Low flow
Medium flow
High flow
13.2 mL/s (Re = 440)

39.4 mL/s (Re = 1324)

300 mL/s (Re = 10022)

Flow

Error (%)

Flow

Error (%)

Flow

Error (%)

Cartesian

13.3

1

39.29

0.3

235.09

21.6

Spiral

12.61

4.5

36.55

7.2

254.62

15.1

3-D UTE

13.91

5.3

40.55

2.8

305.99

2

5.7.1.

Results

Figure 30 displays the magnitude image as well as the flow and velocity profiles for flow rate
of Q=13.2ml/s 33mm distal to throat of the stenosis for Cartesian, spiral and 3-D UTE PC

Figure 31: Magnitude image (first row), velocity image (second row), and velocity profile (third row)
for medium flow rate Q=39.6 mL/s at 33 mm distal to throat of the stenosis using Cartesian ( first
column), spiral (second column), and 3-D UTE (third column) PC MRI sequences.
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MRI. It should be noted that in the first row, the cross Section of the phantom is circular.
Saline bags were placed around the phantom to permit the system to determine the
resonance frequency. No signal loss appears in the magnitude image and velocity profiles
have identical shapes. The error for measured flow in low flow rate is shown in Table 2 and
result shows the least error in Cartesian trajectory. Although spiral and 3-D UTE reveal

Figure 32: Measured flow rate (left column) and peak velocity ( right column) for Cartesian, spiral and 3-D
UTE PC MRI sequences for low flow rate Q=13.2 mL/s along the length of the phantom (first row), medium
flow rate Q=39.4 mL/s (second row), and high flow rate Q=300 mL/s (third row). Z=0 denotes throat of the
stenosis and Z > 0 correspond to positions downstream of the stenosis as shown in Figure 29.
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more errors compared to Cartesian, the accuracy of these techniques is reasonable. It is
worth pointing out that the 3-D UTE sequences shows significant improvement in low flow
rates - decreasing the error to ~ 5%; a previously proposed 2-D UTE sequence was reported
to have ~ 27% error at Q=100 mL/s with an average velocity of 44 cm/s at Re=7200 [12].
This improvement is likely due to the phase correction step as well as less phase error due to
eddy current in our 3-D UTE technique. Similarly, Figure 31 demonstrates the magnitude
image, flow image, and velocity profile for flow rate of Q=39.6 ml/s using mentioned
sequences. The result shows excellent resemblance between the three sequences.
Figure 32 displays the measured flow and peak velocity for the three sequences and at
three flow rates along the length of the phantom. The calculated flow rates along the length
of the phantom for low and medium flow rates using three sequences are in good agreement
and the errors for the non-Cartesian sequences (shown in Table 2) are acceptable. In case of
low and medium flow rates, the measured flow rate using Cartesian trajectory had the most
accuracy compared to the generated flow rate. However, the variability of peak velocity
measured for the Cartesian sequence was higher than the other two techniques. 3-D UTEPC sequence exhibits the least variability across the repeated slices.
As previously reported [9], the measured flow using the Cartesian trajectory at high flow
rate exhibits significant underestimation. This can also be seen in Figure 32(third row) where
measured flow and peak velocity using Cartesian trajectory at Q=300 ml/s exhibits
significant errors distal to the throat of the stenosis where a flow jet is present. Although the
spiral PC sequence revealed less flow rate error and also less variability in the estimated peak
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Figure 33: Magnitude image (first row), velocity image (second row), and velocity profile (third row) for
high flow rate Q=300 mL/s at 33 mm distal to throat of the stenosis for the case of Cartesian (first column),
spiral (second column), and 3-D UTE (third column) acquisitions. The magnitudes images for Cartesian and
spiral sequences show signal loss. The velocity image in the Cartesian acquisition reveals a significant phase
error at the center of jet compared to spiral and 3-D UTE. There is negligible signal loss and phase error in 3D UTE PC MRI.

velocity compared to the Cartesian trajectory, the most accurate measurements were
obtained with the 3-D UTE sequence.
Figure 33 displays the phantom magnitude and velocity image as well as velocity profile at
high flow rate Q=300 mL/s. The magnitude image using Cartesian trajectory reveals a high
signal loss while the corresponding velocity image shows significant phase error and noise at
the center of jet due to the signal loss in magnitude image. Far less signal loss in magnitude
image and phase error in velocity image can be seen in the spiral trajectory. This is because
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the shorter TE in the spiral sequence results in less intravoxel dephasing. It should be
noted however that the TE in spiral acquisition is not short enough to entirely resolve the
signal loss and phase error. On the other hand, the 3-D UTE sequence with significantly
shorter TE, demonstrates no signal loss in the magnitude image and additionally, no phase
error can be observed in the velocity image at the center of flow jet. The same phenomenon
can also be seen in the corresponding velocity profiles. Note that the phase error in velocity
image around the phantom is due to susceptibility artifact between phantom wall and
surrounding air and does not affect the flow measurement.

5.8. Pulsatile flow in normal carotid artery
5.8.1.

Imaging Protocol

Imaging was performed on an Achieva 1.5T Philips scanner using a combined 16-element
SENSE Neurovascular coil capable of imaging carotid vessels from the aortic arch to the
Circle of Willis.
For the in-vivo study, four normal volunteers with an average of 27±4 years of age were
scanned using standard multi-2-D cine PC MRI sequences as well as the proposed 3-D cine
UTE-PC MRI sequence. Imaging was performed perpendicular to the common carotid
Table 3: Acquisition parameter for Cartesian PC MRI and UTE-PC MRI using stack of star
trajectories
Parameter
Cartesian PC MRI
3-D UTE-PC MRI
FOV (mm)

160x188x5

170x170x50

TE (ms)

2.9

1.08

TR (ms)

4.9

6.2

2.0x2.0x5.0

1.17x1.17x5

Flip angle (degree)

15

15

Venc (cm/s)

200 in through plane direction

200 in through plane direction

spatial
resolution(mm)
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artery covering an axial 5cm 3-D volume including 10 slices with 5mm slice thickness. The
other parameters for the conventional and proposed technique are shown in Table 3. The
multi-2-D and 3-D volume was located 1 cm proximal to 4 cm distal to the carotid
bifurcation. Blood flow was evaluated in the right and left common carotid artery (CCA)
proximal to carotid bifurcation as well as Internal Carotid Artery (ICA) and External Carotid
Artery (ECA) distal to bifurcation.

Figure 34: Right CCA magnitude and phase image (left column) and peak velocity, mean velocity and flow
waveform (right column) for conventional sequence (first row) 3-D UTE-PC MRI without phase error
correction (second row) and 3-D UTE-PC MRI with phase error correction (third row). Image slice from the
M2D acquisition in (first row) and 3-D acquisition in (second row) and (third row) was located 5 mm proximal
to bifurcation.
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Table 4: Comparison of flow measurement between 3-D UTE and conventional PC MRI in 4 normal
volunteers. Quantities have been averaged for the right CCA.
Multi-2D
3-D UTE-PC
3-D UTE-PC

Peak systolic
velocity (cm/s)
Mean systolic
velocity (cm/s)
Peak systolic
flow(mL/s)

5.8.2.

Cartesian PC

MRI without

MRI with phase

MRI

phase correction

correction

Difference (%)

72.6±11

87.2±14

75.3±7

3.7

50.3±13

63.7± 13

54.3±11

7.9

17.8±7

21.5± 8

19.1±6

7.3

Results

5.8.2.1. Phase error correction in in-vivo study
The effect of phase error correction was investigated in an in-vivo study on a normal
volunteer. Figure 34 demonstrates the peak velocity, mean velocity and flow in right CCA 5
mm proximal to bifurcation using conventional PC MRI and proposed 3-D UTE-PC MRI

with and without phase error correction. Flow waveforms and temporal evolution for peak
and mean velocity for 3-D UTE-PC MRI after phase error correction have an excellent
correlation with conventional technique and the difference between the peak systolic velocity
using conventional and 3-D UTE-PC sequence after phase error correction is less than 4%.
However, this difference in case of 3-D UTE-PC MRI without phase error correction is
more than 10%. In addition, magnitude and phase images after phase error correction show
less artifact compared to the case without phase error correction.
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5.8.2.2. Flow quantification in in-vivo study
The collected 3-D volume can be investigated in two areas: (1) common carotid artery
(CCA) proximal to carotid bifurcation in the right and left side of neck, and (2) internal
carotid artery (ICA) and external carotid artery (ECA) distal to bifurcation in the right and
left side of neck. The first area includes four slices before carotid bifurcation and the second
area includes six slices at bifurcation and distal to bifurcation. Slice 5 in 3-D volume is right
after carotid bifurcation and discrimination of vessels is difficult and was disregarded from
further analysis.
The result of blood velocity measurement in right CCA for one slice located at 0.5 cm
proximal to bifurcation for all volunteers using standard multi-2D PC MRI and 3-D UTEPC MRI before and after phase error correction is summarized in Table 4. The last column
in Table 4 represents the difference of measured quantities between conventional PC MRI
and 3-D UTE-PC MRI after phase error correction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 35: The average blood flow in right (a) and left (b) CCA using multi-2D PC MRI (red line) and 3-D
UTE-PC MRI after phase error correction (blue line).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 36: The average blood flow in right (a) and left (b) ECA using multi-2D PC MRI (red line) and 3-D
UTE-PC MRI after phase error correction (blue line).

The velocity and flow measurements for 3-D UTE-PC MRI after phase error correction are
different from conventional PC MRI by less than 8% while this difference falls to 20% when
there is no phase error correction.
The average blood flow in right and left CCA for four slices proximal to carotid bifurcation
in all volunteer was shown in Figure 35. The blood flows were acquired using standard
multi-2D PC MRI and 3-D UTE-PC MRI after phase error correction. There is reasonable
agreement between flow waveform acquired using two sequences in left and right CCA. The
flow waveforms in multi-2D PC MRI and 3-D UTE-PC MRI have a small temporal shift
which is due to different gating techniques in two collected scans and subsequently slightly
different time in corresponding cardiac frames.
In addition, the average flow waveforms for left and right ICA and left and right ECA in five
slices distal to carotid bifurcation in all volunteers are shown in Figures 36 and 37. The flow
waveforms are in excellent agreement between standard multi-2D PC MRI and 3-D UTEPC MRI after phase error correction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 37: The average blood flow in right (a) and left (b) ICA using multi-2D PC MRI (red line) and 3-D
UTE-PC MRI after phase error correction (blue line).
Table 5: Mean square error (MSE) in flow measurement using 3-D UTE-PC MRI after phase error
correction compared to conventional PC MRI
MSE in
MSE in
MSE in
MSE in left
MSE in
MSE in left
right CCA

right ICA

right ECA

CCA

left ICA

ECA

6.68

3.6

4.1

5.32

3.8

4.8

3-D UTE-PC
MRI

In order to compare the proposed 3-D UTE-PC MRI technique with conventional multi2-D PC MRI sequence, the normalized mean square error (MSE) is calculated. The
normalized root mean square error can be expressed as:

√
where

and

(34)

describe measured flow using Conventional PC MRI and 3-D UTE-

PC MRI technique respectively and

is the number of time points in a cardiac cycle where

data is collected (i.e. number of cardiac phases).
Table 5 demonstrates the calculated error using 3-D UTE-PC MRI after phase error
correction compared to conventional PC MRI. This Table shows that the measured errors
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for all the vessels are less the 7% in case of healthy volunteers. This accuracy in flow
measurement is compatible with our hypothesis that proposed 3-D UTE-PC MRI technique
lead to acceptable flow quantification with respect to conventional technique in normal
volunteer.
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6. 3-D UTE PC MRI: THE EFFECT OF VENC,
SAMPLING DENSITY, GRADIENT STRENGTH,
AND SLEW RATE
6.1. Introduction
In general, 3 Tesla scanners benefit from higher Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) compared
to 1.5 Tesla. In this Chapter, the 3-D cine UTE-PC MRI technique was investigated at 3 T
scanners to potentially adopt this advantage to improve the flow assessment. The accuracy
of flow assessment in MRI scanner is highly dependent upon scan parameters. This is more
important in case of UTE sequence and parameters such as gradient strength, slew rate,
Velocity encoding (Venc), Echo Time (TE), and sampling density of radial k-space lines
which can significantly affect the robustness of flow quantification.
3D volumetric scans usually suffer from long scan times. This issue is more problematic
in radial acquisitions due to necessity of acquiring more k-space lines compared to Cartesian
acquisition. Under-sampling of radial k-space lines results in shorter scan time in 3-D UTE
PC MRI sequence. However, excessive under-sampling of k-space lines potentially leads to
artifacts and inaccuracy of flow quantification.
In this Chapter, the accuracy of flow quantification using various scan parameters will be
investigated. The sequence was utilized to quantitatively measure blood velocity in the
carotid bifurcation and results were compared to conventional PC MRI sequences.
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6.2. Gradient strength and slew rate
Gradient strength and the rate of gradient strength variation are two major factors
affecting the length of bipolar gradients. The slew rate of a gradient is defined as the rate of
change of gradient amplitude and can be expressed as
(35)
where

is maximum amplitude of gradient and

is the duration that gradient amplitude

reaches from zero to the maximum amplitude. Figure 38 demonstrates how the variation of
slew rate and changing the gradient strength from 10 mT/sec to 20 mT/sec Vlead to shorter
bipolar gradient length and consequently shorter TE.
The minimum achievable TE using 3-D UTE-PC MRI at 1.5T for Venc=200 was
reported as 1.1 msec [16]. To achieve this TE, the maximum gradient field strength and slew
rate are set to 10 mT/sec and 100 mT/m/msec, respectively. Benefiting from gradient

20 mT/sec

G2max

10 mT/sec

G1max
T1

Figure 38: A schematic of bipolar gradients in PC MRI. Blue shaded gradient has 10 mT/sec strength and
yellow shaded gradient benefits from higher gradient 20 mT/sec and shorter length.
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strength increase in 3T, higher gradient strength and slew rates were utilized (as is shown in
Table 6) in order to further reduce the TE.

6.3. Center-out radial spoke number variation
The scan time for the UTE-PC MRI sequence is longer than conventional Cartesian PC
MRI. This is due to necessity for
k-space to acquire an

k-space line in the UTE technique to cover the whole

image, whereas with the Cartesian technique,

are sufficient for producing an

k-space lines

image. In addition, 3-D trajectory acquisition would

make the scan time even longer. Therefore, it is crucial to reduce the scan time, especially for
in-vivo study. One benefit of radial acquisition is that it is possible to under-sample the kspace lines without the need to apply fast imaging techniques such as parallel imaging or
partial k-space acquisition. The effect of sampling the radial k-space lines (reducing the

3D UTE-PC MRI

Table 6: Acquisition parameter for conventional 3D PC MRI and 3D UTE-PC MRI using different scan
parameters
Variable
TE/TR
Scan time
parameter
25

1.3/5.5

1:13

sampling

50

1.3/5.5

2:24

(Num of spokes)

75

1.3/5.5

3:35

100

1.3/5.5

4:47

L1(12/25)*

2.2/9.1

7:09

L2(10/25)*

2.4/9.3

7:09

L3(18/52)*

1.6/6.6

4:18

L4(21/100)*

1.3/5.5

3:35

L5(40/200)*

1.0/5.0

3:35

150

1.3/5.5

3:35

200

1.2/5.3

3:35

250

1.1/5.0

3:35

__

4.0/7.3

3:33

(Gradient strength/
Slew rate)

Venc
Conventional PC MRI
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number of MR projections) on the accuracy of flow quantification using proposed 3-D
UTE-PC MRI can be seen in Table 7.

6.4. Imaging strategy
Imaging was performed on an Achieva 3T Philips scanner using a 16-element SENSE
Neurovascular coil capable of imaging carotid vessels from the aortic arch to the Circle of
Willis. For the in-vivo study, three normal volunteers with an average of 35±5 years of age
were scanned. 3D Volume was located perpendicular to the common carotid artery, 1 cm
proximal to 4 cm distal to the carotid bifurcation, covering 10 slices with 5mm slice
thickness of each slice. Two sequences were employed: i) conventional 3-D Cine PC MRI
sequence with Cartesian trajectory and 3-D UTE-PC sequence with center-out radial
trajectory. The common parameters among all scans are: FOV= 160*160*50 mm, flip
Table 7: Flow assessment in carotid artery using conventional 3D PC MRI and 3D UTE PC MRI with
various scan parameters
Systolic flow error
Systolic mean vel error
Variable
(%)
(%)
parameter
CCA
ICA
CCA
ICA
Sampling
(Num of
spokes)

(Gradient
strength/
Slew rate)

Venc
Conventional
PC

25

12.3

15.3

17.2

19.9

50

7.8

9.9

11.7

13.7

75

6.9

9.4

9.2

10.3

100

9.4

11.7

13.3

14.1

L1(12/25)*

13.3

18.3

15.8

18.8

L2(10/25)*

15.6

30.1

11.6

30.7

L3(18/52)*

4.2

15.2

6.7

16.2

L4(21/100)*

6.9

9.4

9.2

10.3

L5(40/200)*

13.4

27.3

18.7

28.2

150

6.9

9.4

9.2

10.3

200

14.7

20.6

12.0

21.2

250

21.4

53.2

18.1

54.4

__

__

__

__

__
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angle= 10, spatial resolution= 1.5*1.5*5.0 mm, and 15 cardiac phases. Other parameters
were shown in Table 6.

6.5. Results and discussions
Blood flow was evaluated in three normal subjects in the right and left common carotid
artery (CCA) proximal to carotid bifurcation and the right and left Internal Carotid Artery
(ICA) distal to bifurcation. Table 7 demonstrates the results of systolic flow and mean
velocity errors provided by comparison between 3-D UTE PC MRI and conventional 3D
PC MRI in right CCA ( average over 9 slices) and ICA (averaged over 15 slices) of three
normal volunteers.
By sampling of radial k-space line with 25% of complete k-space, the scan time was three
times shorter than Cartesian sequence. However, the errors are higher than other sampling
rate. 50% and 75% sampling showed acceptable errors with shorter scan time compared to
complete k-space. Surprisingly, complete k-space acquisition results in higher errors
compared to 75% which possibly is due to oversampling of center of k-space leading to
overestimation of flow. The smallest errors in CCA and ICA using various sampling factors
were achieved using 75% of sampling.
The results of gradient strength and slew rate variation show that L3 and L4 gradient
strength achieve optimized errors with short TE and similar scan time as Cartesian
technique. The shortest TE can be achieved with L5 gradient in which gradient strength and
slew rate were increased to 40 mT/m and 200 mT/m/mse, respectively. However, the errors
were increased due to higher eddy current and consequent phase error. It is worthwhile to
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note that, lower gradient strength and slew rate does not necessarily result in less error. This
can be interpreted due to longer TE/TR obtained using these sequences.
Variation of Venc revealed that by increasing the Venc beyond maximum actual velocity
in artery the measured errors were significantly increased. The best result was achieved using
Venc 150 while increasing the Venc causes a significant overestimation of mean flow and
velocity.
Error! Reference source not found. demonstrates the flow waveforms for sequences
ith various parameters in right CCA and ICA in one cardiac cycle using conventional PC
MRI (red curve) and 3D UTE PC MRI. The Figure shows the best agreement between 3D
UTE and conventional PC MRI flow waveforms can be achieved with following parameters:
Venc=150 (blue waveform in left image), L3 gradient strength (sky-blue in middle image),

ICA

CCA

and 75% sampling of k-space lines (sky-blue in right image).

Sampling

Grad strength/Slew rate

Venc

Figure 39: Flow waveform in right CCA (top row) and ICA (bottom row) using conventional 3D PC MRI
and 3D UTE PC MRI with various sampling, gradient strength, slew rate, and Venc.
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7. REDUCED TE 4D FLOW SPIRAL MRI FOR
ASSESSMENT OF FLOW AND HEMODYNAMICS
7.1. Introduction
Conventional 2-D PC MRI is based on flow quantification in a slice of interest in a 2-D
image. Although it is possible to acquire 3 components of velocities in a 2D slice, by
extending the imaging volume to 3-D, 3 components of flow can be determined in 3D. 4-D
flow imaging is based on flow quantification in three directions in subsequent TR’s in a 3-D
volume. 4-D flow MRI has been widely investigated to quantify and visualize the global and
local blood flow in arteries with complex flow patterns [111, 153-159]. In addition to
providing comprehensive anatomical and flow information in both in-plane and throughplane directions, 4D flow imaging results in shorter total scan time compared to 3-D flow
imaging or multiple 2D slice imaging to cover a volume; in either case, a separate scan for
each of the 3 flow directions is required.
4D flow MRI is a powerful technique for quantitative flow assessment and visualization
of complex flow patterns and hemodynamics of cardiovascular flows. This technique results
in more anatomical information and comprehensive assessment of blood flow. However,
conventional 4D PC MRI suffers from a few obstacles for clinical applications. The total
scan time is long, especially in large volumes with high spatial resolutions. Inaccuracy of
conventional Cartesian PC MRI in the setting of atherosclerosis and in general, disturbed
and turbulent blood flow is another important challenge. This inaccuracy is the consequence
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of signal loss, intravoxel dephasing and flow-related artifact in the presence of disturbed and
turbulent flow. Spiral k-space trajectory has valuable attributes which can help overcome
some of the problems with 4D flow Cartesian acquisitions. Spiral trajectory has several
desirable characteristics compared to Cartesian trajectory and has been previously been
employed for several clinical studies [5, 160]. The readout echo time (TE) in spiral trajectory
is shorter due to removing the rephasing part of readout gradient leading to shorter scan
time. In addition, signal to noise ratio (SNR) is higher and it benefits from desirable flow
characteristic [161].
In addition to longer acquisition times, atherosclerotic disease and vascular occlusions
cause challenges to conventional PC acquisitions due to intravoxel dephasing secondary to
disturbed blood flow and turbulence distal to narrowing, often resulting in signal loss and
flow-related artifacts [5, 47, 162]. Several approaches have been developed to mitigate the
signal loss and flow-related artifacts in PC-MRI [4, 6, 7]. However, a reliable flow
measurement technique in the presence of turbulence has remained elusive. One important
approach that has revealed significant impact in correction of the signal loss involves
reduction of the echo time (TE) and gradient duration [150, 163]. Reducing the TE
decreases the impact of turbulent fluctuation velocity, intravoxel dephasing and the
subsequent signal loss. The approach results in higher signal to noise ratio and more reliable
estimation of disturbed and jet flows since a shorter TE will ameliorate the effect of
intravoxel dephasing caused by random fluid mixing. In addition to scan efficiency, spiral
acquisitions with shorter TE have the potential to reduce the signal loss and flow-related
artifacts and improve the accuracy of flow quantification.
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Previously, Sigfridsson et al. [164] proposed a 4D Spiral flow sequence and used their
method for imaging and visualization of flow through the aorta. In this Chapter, a 4D spiral
flow MRI technique was designed which through combination of bipolar and slice select
gradient further reduces the TE in comparison to Sigfridsson et al.’s implementation.
Carotid artery was selected for study due to irregular geometry of this vessel at carotid
bifurcation which results in disturbed blood flow. Flow assessment using conventional 4D
PC MRI can yield inaccurate results in the presence of atherosclerostic disease in carotid
bifurcation and internal carotid artery (ICA). The purpose of this study was to validate 4D
flow spiral MRI with conventional 4D flow Cartesian MRI in normal volunteers. 4D flow
spiral MRI has the advantage of having a shorter TE and total scan time when compared
with conventional 4D flow acquisitions.
In this Chapter, the accuracy of flow assessment and flow visualization with reduced TE
4D Spiral PC will be investigated.

7.2. Material and method
7.2.1.

Pulse sequence

Figure 40 shows the proposed sequence based on the four-point acquisition technique
where flow encoding gradients are applied in all three directions in subsequent TR’s [165].
For each time frame, three separate flow encoded scan (each of which with flow encoding
only in one of x, y, and z direction) and one flow compensated (reference) is acquired. The
flow velocity volumes are determined by subtraction of each flow encoded volume from the
flow compensated volume.
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Figure 40: A schematic of reduced TE 4D spiral PC MRI sequence with for consecutive scans including 3
flow sensitive scans in three flow directions and one reference scan. Subtraction of each phase image of flow
sensitive scan from phase image of the reference scan results in PC velocities for the corresponding flow
direction. Gradient Gz is applied to acquire multiple slices in a volume using stack of star strategy.

In contrast to Cartesian acquisition where k-space is acquired using parallel horizontal
lines, spiral acquisition collects the k-space data using a spiral trajectory (Figure 41),
significantly reducing the total scan time. The single shot spiral acquisition technique covers
the entire k-space in one readout resulting in longer TR, but with the potential drawback of
off-resonance artifact due to T2 effects. Multi-shot or interleaved spiral acquires multiple
spiral shots in each TR (Figure 41(b)). As a result, the whole k-space is collected using

(a)

(b)

Figure 41: Demonstration of (left) conventional single shot spiral acquisition with 10 rotations and (right)
interleaved spiral acquisition with 10 interleaves.
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multiple but shorter spiral arms.
In Cartesian PC sequences, slice excitation, rephasing, and velocity encoding gradients
need to be applied during TE. These gradients prolong TE and may lead to phase errors and
velocity miscalculation. In addition to reduced acquisition times, spiral trajectory benefits
from shorter TE due to removal of the phase encoding gradient and the rephasing portion
of the readout gradient. The TE in spiral acquisition is the time from the center of RF pulse
to the beginning of spiral readout gradient.
Figure 40 displays the proposed 4D spiral flow sequence, designed using a 3D stack of
spirals trajectory. A stack of spirals trajectory was also adopted in [164]; however, as shown
in Figure 40, the TE is now further shortened through combination of the flow
encoding/compensated gradient with the refocusing portion of slice select gradient. Further
reduction in TE is possible using higher values of Velocity encoding (Venc).

7.2.2.

Imaging strategy

Imaging was performed on a Philips Achieva 1.5T scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, NL)
using a combined 16-element SENSE Neurovascular coil capable of imaging carotid vessels
from the aortic arch to circle of willis. Four normal volunteers with a mean age of 27±4
years were scanned using standard 4D flow Cartesian PC sequences as well as the proposed
4D flow spiral PC sequence. Flow assessment was performed in the carotid arteries in an
axial 3D volume with 10 slices and a 3D slab thickness of 5 mm for each slice. The acquired
volume started at 15 mm proximal to the bifurcation and ended at 35 mm distal to the
bifurcation.
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Phase errors due to eddy current and hardware imperfections were corrected using a
static phantom which was scanned with identical parameters prior to the main scan. The
phase error in static phantom MR image was assumed to be only due to eddy current and
hardware imperfection and was subtracted from the in-vivo scan.
The scan parameters for two sequences were TE/TR = 4.4/7.7 ms (for Cartesian
trajectory), TE/TR = 2.1/9.3 ms (for spiral trajectory), FOV= 160*160*50 mm, Venc= 150
in all three flow directions, flip angle= 10, spatial resolution= 1.5*1.5*5.0 mm, and 12 cine
frames in each cardiac cycle. For the spiral trajectory, various combinations of spiral
interleaves (20,30,50,60) and readout duration (2,3,5,10, msec) were examined and it was
determined that number of interleaves=30 and readout duration=5 msec resulted in a good
compromise between flow measurement fidelity and total scan time. The scan time for the
4D Cartesian flow was 6:16 minutes while the scan time for the proposed 4D spiral flow was
3:31 minutes. The TE (2.1 msec) and scan time (3:31 minutes) in spiral sequence shows
significant improvement relative to Cartesian sequence and with the scan time reduced by
half.

7.3. Results and discussions
Flow assessment was carried out in right and left CCA for three slices located proximal to
bifurcation as well as five slices distal to bifurcation in the right and left ICA in 4 volunteers.
The difference in heart rate in all volunteers was taken care of by interpolating the measured
flow quantities in the last three volunteers to match their cardiac frame time with the cardiac
frame time in the first volunteer. Figure 42 demonstrates the flow waveforms in right CCA
averaged in 12 and right ICA averaged in 20 slices in 4 volunteers. The resulting flow
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(b )

(a)

Figure 42: Flow waveform for Right CCA (a) averaged in 12 slices proximal to bifurcation and for
Right ICA (b) in 20 slices distal to bifurcation using Cartesian ( red cruve) and spiral (blue curve) PC MRI
in four volunteers.

waveforms for conventional 4D flow and proposed 4D spiral flow reveal good agreement in
flow quantification during the entire cardiac cycle. The results of blood velocity and flow
evaluation in right and left CCA in 12 slices proximal to bifurcation and right and left ICA in
20 slices distal to the bifurcation using 4D Cartesian flow 4D spiral flow are summarized in
Table 8.

The values represent the difference of measured quantities between conventional and

spiral flow. In order to quantitatively compare results between 4D spiral flow with the
conventional technique, the normalized root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated. The
normalized root mean square error can be expressed as:

√
where

and

(36)

are measured flow using Conventional and spiral techniques and

is

the number of time points in a cardiac cycle where data is collected (i.e. number of cardiac
phases). The velocity and flow measurements between the two show less than 10%
difference for both the CCA and the ICA. The discrepancy for left and right CCA shows a
reasonable accuracy with 4D spiral flow while the discrepancies for the right and left ICA are
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Table 8: Comparison of 4D Cartesian flow and 4D spiral flow in 12 slices in right and left CCA
and 20 slices in right and left ICA in four volunteers. The quantities are percentage of discrepancy in
spiral technique relative to Cartesian technique
Peak Systolic flow
discrepancy

Systolic mean velocity
discrepancy

Average flow
discrepancy

Right CCA

3.7

3.8

6.3

Right ICA

4.5

4.9

6.8

Left CCA

5.7

5.9

9.5

Left ICA

9.2

8.4

9.7

slightly higher -- most likely due to smaller size of these arteries and more sensitivity to
artifacts.
Figure 43 demonstrates the Bland-Altman plot representing the mean difference of flow
measured using 4D Cartesian flow and 4D spiral flow. Mean flow in each slice and in each
cardiac phase in 4 volunteers generated 144 data points in CCA and 240 data points in ICA.

(b)

(a)

Figure 43: Bland-Altman plot in each cardiac phase in four normal volunteers demonstrating the mean flow
difference between 4D conventional and 4D spiral flowin (a)RCCA and (b) LCCA. The blue dots are all
measured flow values from 4 volunteers in all cardiac frames. Having 4 volunteers, 3 CCA slices in each
volunteer, and 12 cardiac frames in each CCA results in 4*3*12=144 data points (a). For ICA 5 slices are
available distal to bifurcation in each volunteer and the number of data points is 4*5*12 = 240 (b). The abscissa
is the mean flow values from 4D conventional flow calculated over 12 slices during the cardiac cycle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 44: Velocity profile for 10 slices along right carotid artery using 4D Cartesian flow (a) and 4D spiral
flow (b) in a normal volunteer during systolic phase of the cardiac cycle.

The Bland-Altman plot reveals a reasonable accuracy for 4D spiral flow with mean
difference and confidence range in right CCA as 0.02 and [-1.84,2.12] and for left CCA as
0.01 and [-1.04,0.78].
Figure 44 shows blood velocity profiles in 10 slices along the right carotid artery in the
systolic cardiac phase in a normal volunteer. The color-coded velocity and shape of velocity
profile in 4D spiral flow reveals good agreement with conventional 4D flow. Figure 45
displays zoomed flow pathlines in carotid bifurcation, right ICA, and ECA. Good
correspondence between flow pathlines from 4D spiral and 4D Cartesian flow can be

(a)

(b)

Figure 45: Flow pathlines systolic cardiac phase in right carotid artery acquired using (a)
conventional 4D Cartesian PC MRI and (b) 4D spiral PC MRI.
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observed. 4D spiral flow shows slight erroneous pathlines in the ICA.
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8. 4D UTE FLOW: A PHASE-CONTRAST MRI
TECHNIQUE FOR ASSESSMENT OF STENOTIC
FLOWS
8.1. Introduction
As mentioned earlier, conventional flow MRI based on Phase Contrast (PC) techniques
are hampered due to the presence of atherosclerotic disease and vascular stenosis [9, 166168] which lead to intravoxel dephasing secondary to disturbed blood flow, and turbulence
distal to narrowings [47, 114, 115]. Significant physiologic velocities can be observed in the
setting of valvular disease or the coarctation of the aorta. For example, in the case of aortic
stenosis (AS), velocities as high as 4-6 m/s may be observed. Such high velocities may lead
to intravoxel dephasing and inaccurate flow quantification using conventional PC MRI
techniques. Disturbed, swirling, and turbulent and chaotic flows may also be observed at
bifurcations, branch points, and other regions of the arterial tree where blood flow is altered.
In turn, these areas are more prone to atherosclerosis and narrowing in vessels. Disturbed
and turbulent flow cause complex flow patterns that result in signal loss in the magnitude
image and intravoxel dephasing in the phase velocity map. In previous studies, many
strategies have been developed for reducing the effect of intravoxel dephasing and signal
loss [4-7]. These include: accounting for higher-order motion, e.g., acceleration in velocity
encoding, alignment of slice orientation to be perpendicular to the jet flow, prescribing the
velocity encoding (Venc) parameter to be greater than the peak flow velocity, and improving
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the spatial resolution to mitigate partial volume errors in the setting of large velocity
variations within a voxel. However, a reliable flow measurement technique in the presence of
turbulence has remained elusive.
Among all the presented solutions, shortening the Echo time (TE) has been shown to
have the most crucial impact in decreasing the effect of turbulent fluctuations, intravoxel
dephasing, and the subsequent signal loss [8, 9, 11]. Shorter TE is effective for more accurate
flow assessment because it reduces the intravoxel dephasing associated with random
motions occurring in turbulent and swirling flows. O’Brien et al. [9] investigated the effect of
short TE on accuracy of flow assessment in a high velocity stenotic phantom and showed
that a shorter TE improves the flow measurement with a conventional 2D phase-contrast
sequence. In addition, O’Brien et al. presented a new 2D PC sequence based on the Ultrashort TE (UTE) technique which they utilized for quantification of flow in the through-pane
direction with TE reduced to 0.65 ms [12]. The proposed approach proved to be a more
reliable technique for measuring high velocities due to robustness to intravoxel dephasing
and signal loss. However, this technique had some disadvantages including underestimation
of low flow rates, interdependence of slice thickness and velocity encoding parameter, and
flow assessment only in the through-plane direction.
Previously, we proposed a 3D UTE-PC MRI technique benefiting from short TE to
investigate the possible improvement in flow assessment in disturbed blood flow in throughplane and in-plane directions. The UTE technique in general suffers from phase errors due
hardware imperfections - specifically gradient channel delays. A phase error correction
technique based on auto correlation was applied in [163] to improve the robustness of 3D
UTE-PC MRI. When reducing the TE to 1 ms, flow assessment with 3D UTE in a high
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speed flow rate of Q=300 ml/s revealed a significant improvement compared to
conventional PC MRI methods [169].
4D flow MRI has been investigated in several studies for quantitative flow assessment
and for visualization of complex flow patterns [111, 154-159, 170-173]. This technique
provides more anatomical information and comprehensive assessment of blood flow and
hemodynamics. The main advantage of 4D flow is that the three orthogonal components of
velocity vectors in a volume and at each time frame during the cardiac cycle are obtained as
part of a single scan; thereby reducing scan time and flow artifacts. This is to be compared to
3D flow MRI which requires 3 separate scans to reveal each component of 3D flow
velocities. Although conventional 4D PC-MRI based on Cartesian trajectory is more scan
efficient than three alternative 3D scans with separate flow encodings, it can still result in
relatively long scans and is prohibitive for some clinical applications. Non-cartesian
trajectories have been employed in Phase contrast to obviate the problems with Cartesian
trajectory. Phase Contrast with Vastly undersampled PRojection (PC VIPR) was proposed to
benefit from shorter scan time and resolve the flow related artifact [174]. However, this
technique limits the in-plane resolution due to isotropic resolution and dependency of inplane and through-plane resolution. A hybrid radial-cartesian strategy was developed for
more efficient sampling and benefiting from isotropic in-plane resolution and stack of star
approach in the through-plane [156]. Despite being highly effective in a variety of clinical
applications, the TE in these techniques is still not short enough to resolve the intravoxel
dephasing encountered in stenotic flows.
In this Chapter, a new 4D UTE flow MRI technique is investigated to be evaluated in
steady and pulsatile stenotic phantom studies. At the fundamental level, the method
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combines the UTE technique with 4D flow to not only achieve short TE’s, but to also
perform velocity encoding in 3 different directions in subsequent TR’s as part of a 3D
acquisition. The technique permits assessment and visualization of complex flows in a 3D
volume, with more accurate flow quantification and visualization due to reduced flow-related
artifacts.

8.2. Methods
8.2.1.

Pulse sequence

Conventional 4D flow MRI is based on application of flow sensitive bipolar gradients in
three directions as part of the same scan. In a 4-point balanced (Hadamard) technique, the
flow sensitive gradients are consecutively applied in three flow directions followed by a
referenced flow compensated scan [175]. By subtracting the phase images of the each flow
sensitive scan from the phase of the referenced flow compensated scan, the4D flow data are
obtained. Figure 1(a) and 1(b) demonstrate 4D Cartesian k-space data collection based on 4point balanced acquisition technique. In this sequence (Figure 1(b)), Echo Time (TE) is
defined as the distance between the center of the RF pulse, to the center of the readout
window. Several gradients such as slice select, bipolar, and phase encoding need to be
applied during TE which results in long TE in conventional 4D flow MRI.
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Figure 46: Timing diagram of 4D flow MRI based on 4-point balanced scheme (a). Schematic for
conventional 4D flow MRI (b) and 4D UTE flow MRI sequence (c). In both techniques, four consecutive kspace lines per cardiac frame including three flow sensitive in three flow directions and one reference frame
are acquired. Gray shaded gradients indicate the flow sensitive gradients in each flow direction. Subtracting
the phase of reference image from each of flow sensitive scans results in flow measurement in three
directions.

UTE technique has several characteristics which help reduce the TE. In general, UTE is a
center-out radial acquisition in which the k-space lines start from center of k-space and end
on a circle in k-space. Therefore, the phase encoding gradient (due to radial acquisition) and
the rephasing part of readout gradient (due to center-out readout) are no longer needed. In
addition, FID sampling may be started from beginning of readout gradient ramp using radial
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sampling of k-space. As a result, TE is defined as the distance between the center of the RF
pulse to the beginning of the readout gradient (shown in Figure 46 (c)). The gradients which
need to be applied during TE are the bipolar gradient, the slice-select gradient, as well as the
phase encoding gradient in Z direction. To further shorten the TE, the refocusing gradient is
combined with the bipolar gradient. Furthermore, the k-space volume is acquired based on
the stack of stars [84] strategy which collects multiple slices in a cylindrical volume with
radius Kmax determined by the required in-plane spatial resolution. The main advantage of
stack of stars is that in contrast to kooshball [83], high in-plane resolution can be achieved
without increasing the volume coverage. Compared to conventional 4D Flow MRI, 4D UTE
flow MRI benefits from reduced susceptibility artifacts as a result of radial acquisition
[68].Other benefit of radial acquisition is less susceptibility to motion and ghosting artifact in
the phase-encode direction. Figure 46 (c) demonstrates the 4-D UTE flow sequence where
for each time frame, three separate flow encoded scans (each with flow encoding only in one
of x, y, and z directions) and one flow compensated scan are acquired. As illustrated in
Figure 46 (a), the flow volumes are acquired by subtraction of each flow encoded volume in
x, y, and z from the flow compensated volume.

8.2.2.

Experimental Setup

An idealized, rigid phantom model of vascular occlusion with an axisymmetric Gaussian
shape was machined from transparent acrylic in an otherwise straight hollow tube, also made
from acrylic (33). The internal diameter of the tube was 25.4 mm at the inlet which narrows
down to 9.04 mm at the throat. An occlusion of 90% area narrowing at the throat was
initially aimed. However, later, the exact dimensions were measured with high resolution CT
(0.22 × 0.22 × 0.625 mm3) and the area at the narrowing was determined to be 87% of the
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area at the inlet. There were additional imperfections in the fabrication process which caused
the phantom to not be entirely axi-symmetric. Figure 28 shows the stenotic phantom setup

Table 9: Peak flow rates, Reynolds numbers at inlet and throat of the stenosis and other scan parameters for
pulsatile and steady flow regimes as well as scan times for conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE flow MR
imaging of pulsatile flows. For 4D UTE sequence, 50% radial sampling rate was used. The scan times for
steady flows were reported in Table 10. The Shelley pump was used.
Qmax (ml/s)
Mean Reynolds

Inlet

number for

Throat

pulsatile flow

14

39

50

150

250

300

53

150

190

570

950

1140

146

420

520

1570

2620

3150

Reynolds number

Inlet

163

482

618

1854

3089

3707

for steady flow

Throat

452

1335

1711

5134

8557

10269

50

100

120

400

600

700

TE

5.9

5.2

5.2

3.9

3.9

3.9

TR

13

10

10

8

8

8

17:54

17:54

13:26

6:38

6:38

6:38

TE

3.3

2.4

1.7

1.14

1.01

0.98

TR

13

10

10

8

8

8

18:02

18:02

13:38

6:50

6:50

6:50

Venc
(cm/s)

Conventional 4D
flow

Scan time for
pulsatile
(minute)

4D UTE flow

Scan time for
pulsatile
(minute)

in a closed loop flow system. A CardioFlow 1000 programmable pump (Shelley Medical
Imaging Technologies, London, Ontario, Canada) was used for driving steady and pulsatile
flows through the flow circuit with a fluid whose viscosity was 0.0043 Pa.s and whose
density was 1060 kg/m3 at 18 oC. To ensure fully developed laminar flow, devoid of
disturbance, at the site of narrowing, a75-cm long straight rigid acrylic tube was positioned
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upstream of the narrowing. In addition to the Shelley pump, a pump produced by LB
Engineering (Berlin, Germany) was used for further validations of the proposed method.

8.2.3.

Flow regimes

Various steady and pulsatile flow rates representing low, medium, and high flow rate
corresponding to a range of Reynolds numbers were examined using the aforementioned
experimental setup. Reynolds number can be defined as
(37)
where

is the density of the fluid (kg/m³),

the fluid (m/s),

is the mean velocity of the object relative to

is the diameter of the tube (m), and

is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid

(kg/(m·s)). The Re number at the throat of narrowing can be calculated using

√

(38)

where A1 and A2 are the area of phantom at the inlet and at the throat of narrowing,
respectively. Table 9 reports how the flow rates translate to the Reynolds numbers at the
inlet and at the throat of narrowing for steady and pulsatile flow regimes. In Table 9, the
pulsatile Reynolds numbers were calculated based on the peak flow rates. The mean
Reynolds numbers for pulsatile flow is approximately one third of peak Reynolds numbers.
For instance, the mean Reynolds number at 300 ml/s pulsatile flow rate at inlet and throat of
narrowing are 1140 and 3150 respectively. Any Reynolds number greater than 2,000 is
associated with the turbulent flow regime.
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8.2.4.

Imaging protocol

Imaging was performed on a Philips Achieva 1.5T scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, NL)
using a 16-element SENSE knee coil. The gradient strength of 21 mT/m and a slew rate of
100 T/m/s were used for both conventional 4D PC and 4D UTE PC sequences. These are
the values for conventional clinical acquisitions. Though the scanner is capable of achieving
a higher gradient strength and slew rate (on Philips Achieva 1.5T scanner these are 33
mT/m, 180 T/m/s), the aforementioned values strike a balance between accurate flow
measurement and eddy current induced phase errors due to fast gradient switching. The
imaging volume covered 60 mm of phantom including ~10 mm proximal (3 slices) and ~36
mm distal (12 slices) to the center of the narrowing (Figure 47). The throat of narrowing,
which included 2 axial slices, was positioned at the iso-center of magnet as well as at the
center of the SENSE knee coil. Three distal slices were located along the part of the
phantom with gradual narrowing from the throat to the part of tube with constant diameter
which were not considered as being part of proximal, throat, or the distal slices in the

Figure 47: A schematic geometry of the phantom and the sagittal extent of the FOV for data collection.
Dashed lines represent the location of axial slices along the phantom. The green, red, and blue areas are regions
proximal, at the throat, and distal to the stenosis that were considered separately in the data analyses.
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assessments.
Two sequences were used: conventional 4D flow MRI based on Cartesian trajectory and
4D UTE flow MRI based on the center-our radial trajectory. The common scan parameters
for two sequences were FOV= 100 100 60 mm, flip angle= 10 degrees, and spatial
resolution= 1.5 1.5 3.0 mm (leading to 20 axial slices). For pulsatile flow regimes, an ECG
trigger signal was sent to the scanner with ~1 Hz frequency and 14 frames in each cycle were
collected based on prospective ECG triggered scheme. For the 4D UTE sequence, four
radial sampling rates (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% for full k-space acquisition) were studied.
Note that 100% sampling refers to a full k-space acquisition with no under-sampling. For
the aforementioned parameters, the number of radial spokes for each slice at 100% sampling
rate was 1728 and this number was reduced to 432 at 25% sampling density. One may note
that, the under-sampling of radial k-space lines mainly affects the off-center of k-space since
an over-sampling already exists when adopting radial sampling. A stack of stars trajectory
was used to collect the 3D volume with the UTE scheme. Table 9 shows the flow rates with
corresponding Reynolds numbers which were utilized in this study to investigate imaging of
steady flows as well as imaging of low, medium, and high physiologic flows encountered invivo. The Venc, TE, TR, and scan times for each flow regime may also be found in Table 9.
The parameters reported in this Table are for the 4D UTE flow sequence with 50% radial
sampling. Additionally, please note that the Venc parameter was the same for all three
directions.

8.2.5.

Phase Corrections and ROI Definitions

To correct the phase of flow-on experiments for all 4D flow acquisitions (conventional
and UTE), the phase image of flow-off experiments with identical imaging parameters were
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subtracted from the phase image of the flow-on experiments. In addition, for all 4D UTE
acquisitions including flow-on and flow-off scans, phase errors due to gradient delay and
hardware imperfections were also corrected based on an auto correlation technique which
was employed to measure the k-space trajectory delays [163]. The measured trajectory delays
were used to correct the trajectory delay offset in all subsequent scans with identical
parameters. It should be mentioned that the trajectory delay for pulsatile and steady flow
regimes at each flow rate is identical since gradient waveforms for steady and pulsatile flow
regimes are themselves identical.
To compute flow waveforms from MRI velocity data, the Region of Interest (ROI) in
each frame at each slice was manually selected based on a circular mask with the known
diameter of the phantom. The radius of circle was kept constant throughout the cardiac
cycle and at different slice locations except the slices in the vicinity of stenosis throat where
the diameter of the tube varies. Since flow at the boundary is small, partial volume effects in
calculating flow waveforms are thought to be of little concern in calculating the flow rates.
Nevertheless, to reduce the effect of partial volume , pixels having less than 50% area inside
the ROI were excluded from the analysis. Calculation of flow rate for a specific slice in the
phantom and for a specific time point, simply involved summing up the through-plane
encoded velocities inside the corresponding ROI. In order to compare the measured flow
using conventional and the proposed 4D flow technique with the prescribed flow at the
pump, the Relative Root Mean Square Error (RRMSE) metric was adopted
∑ ∑

√

∑ ∑
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(39)

where

represents the prescribed flow at the pump and

represents the

measured flow using 4D UTE flow MRI or Conventional 4D flow MRI. n and t denote slice
positions along the length of the phantom and the number of cardiac phases, respectively.
For example,

= 12 for the number of slices considered distal to the stenosis. For steady

flows, t is equal to one whereas for pulsatile flows t is the number of cardiac phases.
All the post-processing and the flow assessments were performed using Matlab software
(The Mathworks, Natick, MA).

8.3. Results
8.3.1.

Number of projections and its effect on scan time and
accuracy

The scan time for the 4D UTE flow is longer than conventional 4D flow. This is due to
the difference in the k-space trajectories between the two methods. For example, to collect
an N N image, with the Cartesian scheme, N k-space lines are sufficient. However, to
collect an N N image, with radial acquisitions,

k-space lines are required. Therefore, in

adopting the UTE scheme, it is critical to reduce the scan time, especially for in-vivo studies.
One approach to reduction of the scan time as part of radial acquisitions is to under-sample
the k-space in the azimuthal direction. This obviates the need to apply fast imaging
techniques such as parallel imaging or compressive sampling. Under-sampling in the phaseencode direction as part of a Cartesian acquisition causes wrapping artifact in phase-encode
direction. In radial- k-space acquisitions however, under-sampling produces streaking
artifacts.
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In this study, the effect of radial sampling has been examined in the stenotic phantom for
various steady flow rates and in particular, its effect on the total scan time and flow
measurement accuracy has been determined.
As may be seen in Table 10, the 25% radial sampling rate resulted in the shortest scan
time particularly at high flow rates. However, at this sampling rate, the measured flow and
RRMSE revealed considerable inaccuracies. 50% sampling rate resulted in the same scan
time as the conventional 4D flow sequence while the flow measurement accuracy was found
to be acceptable when compared to flow prescribed at the pump (this should be viewed in
light of the fact that according to pump’s manufacturer, there can be up to a

3% error

Table 10: Steady flow measurement averaged for 12 axial slices distal to throat of the stenosis using
conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI with various sampling rates and at different flow rates.
Table entries are mean ± standard deviation (across the slices). The Shelley pump was used.
Prescribed Flow
rates (ml/s)

4D UTE with 25%
sampling

4D UTE with 50%
sampling

4D UTE with 75%
sampling
4D UTE
with 100%
sampling

Conventional 4D
flow

14

50

150

300

10.11±2.89

37.65±3.99

118.55±14.62

232.53±16.23

28.8
25.26

18.5
24.70

12.2
20.89

11.4
22.41

12.16±2.06

43.35±5.36

129.29±15.53

258.82±16.41

56.1
13.33

35.5
12.96

24.3
12.54

22.5
13.72

13.25±1.79

47.52±4.53

137.44±10.97

272.02±14.54

83
5.43

54
5.24

35.1
7.41

32.4
9.32

16.42±1.34

55.76±5.21

149.49±8.47

297.73±15.80

110
16.46

71
11.52

47.2
1.54

43.4
1.75

Measured Flow
(ml/s)

13.17±1.94

52.89±5.27

131.19±17.65

205.34±45.81

Scan time (s)
RRMSE (%)

33.9
5.93

31.5
5.78

30.1
8.51

29.7
31.44

Measured Flow
(ml/s)
Scan time [84]
RRMSE (%)
Measured Flow
(ml/s)
Scan time (s)
RRMSE (%)
Measured Flow
(ml/s)
Scan time (s)
RRMSE (%)
Measured Flow
(ml/s)
Scan time (s)
RRMSE (%)
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between prescribed and measured flow). Relative to the prescribed flow, 4D UTE flow
measurement with 75% k-space sampling resulted in accurate flow measurement for both
the low and the high flow rates while in comparison to 100% sampling resulted in reduced
total scan time. At low flow rates, the measured flow rates with conventional 4D flow are in
excellent agreement with the prescribed flow at the pump. However, at high flow rates, a
significant difference can be seen between the conventional 4D flow and the prescribed flow
with an RRMSE exceeding 30%. This difference is due to flow related artifacts observed in
the conventional sequence.

8.3.2.

Steady flows

Linear regression analysis was used for assessment of flow at three locations: 12 mm
proximal to the stenosis, at the throat, and 21 mm distal to the stenosis. Results are shown in
Figure 48. The flow measurements made both proximal to the stenosis and at the throat of
the stenosis using conventional and UTE techniques show a very good agreement with the
prescribed flow at the pump. However, distal to the stenosis, while the UTE technique has
excellent accuracy, the intercept and slope values calculated using the conventional sequence
point to large errors.
To demonstrate the effect of phase error corrections performed on UTE and
conventional results, Figure 49 displays measured flow at each slice along the phantom for
the case of Q=150 ml/s steady flow rate. Similar investigations were also performed for
other flow rates which were similar. The red and blue plots display flow rates as a function
of position along the length of the phantom for each of the 4D conventional and 4D UTE
scans. It is evident that after ~27 mm distal to the throat of the stenosis, the flow rate
obtained by the UTE sequence develops significant errors. This is mainly due to
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Proximal to Stenosis
Throat
Distal to Stenosis

(a)

(b)

Figure 48: Linear regression analysis at three locations proximal (first row), at the throat (second row), and distal
(third row) to stenosis using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b). The x-axis is the
prescribed flow at the pump and y-axis the measured flow using two sequences. The Shelley pump was used.

sensitivity of the UTE sequence to nonuniformity of RF pulse and consequent eddy current
which results in phase offset in off-center slices. This error is negligible before ~27 mm
distal to the throat of stenosis since the throat of the stenosis was positioned at the center of
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Figure 49: Measured flow at each slice along the phantom at Q=150 ml/s steady flow. The green plot
shows the measured flow for the flow-off experiment using UTE sequence and the flow value diverges away
from zero towards the end of the coil. The errors for UTE-derived flow rate (blue plot) was reduced using
flow-off experiment as shown by the black plot. The Shelley pump was used.

coil and the field inhomogeneity is in significant for the slices close the throat of stenosis
(the FOV includes more slices distal to the center the phantom).The green plot displays the
flow-off scan which was used to reduce the flow error. Ideally, without any phase error, the
flow-off plot would be expected to be horizontal and around zero (similar to the yellow plot
for the flow-off conventional 4D scan) but the flow-off plot points to a significant error
after ~27 mm distal to the throat of stenosis. The phase values of flow-off scan were
subtracted from the phase values of UTE flow-on scan to correct the phase offset due to the
field inhomogeneity. The black plot shows results from the UTE sequence after phase
correction -- a good correlation between phase-corrected UTE scans and phase-corrected
conventional scans is observed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 50: An axial slice 21 mm distal to throat of the stenosis at Q=50 ml/s steady flow rate using
conventional 4D flow (top row) and 4D UTE flow (bottom row). The magnitude (a), phase (b) and
velocity contour (c) indicate a good agreement between two sequences at low flow rates. The Shelley
pump was used.

Figure 50 demonstrates results at a slice 21 mm distal to the narrowing at Q= 50 ml/s
using conventional 4D flow (top row) and 4D UTE flow (bottom row). The magnitude (a),
phase (b), and velocity contour (c) for these sequences reveal excellent agreement. No
noticeable signal loss or intravoxel dephasing can be observed at this flow rate with either
sequences. Figure 51 demonstrates a sagittal view of phantom and velocity profile (top row)
and flow streamlines (bottom row) at Q=50 ml/s flow rate at three axial slices located
proximal, at the throat and distal to stenosis using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D
UTE flow MRI (b). The velocity profiles at all three locations for these sequences reveal
good agreement. No noticeable signal loss or intravoxel dephasing can be observed at this
flow rate with either sequences. Flow streamlines were generated using a dedicated
visualization software (GTFlow, GyroTools, Zurich, Switzerland). The flow streamlines at
these three locations using conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE sequences show good
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(a)

(b)

Figure 51: A sagittal view of phantom at the throat of stenosis at Q=50 ml/s steady flow rate. The velocity
profile (first row) and flow streamlines (second row) are shown using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4F
UTE flow MRI (b). Velocity profiles proximal, at the throat, and distal to stenosis show an excellent agreement
between two sequences. Flow streamlines at three locations display good correlation in both sequences. The
Shelley pump was used.

correlation. In Figure 52 the magnitude (a), phase (b), and velocity contour (c) for an axial
slice 21 mm distal to stenosis using conventional (top row) and 4D UTE (bottom row) flow
MRI are shown for the 300 ml/s steady flow rate. The conventional sequence results in a
signal loss in magnitude image, intravoxel dephasing in phase image, and velocity error in
velocity contour. The result from UTE sequence displays a considerable improvement in
velocity contour and the signal loss while the intravoxel dephasing is entirely removed. In
Figure 53, the velocity profile (top row) and flow streamlines (bottom row) are shown for an
axial slice 21 mm distal to the center of the stenosis at Q=300 ml/s steady flow rate using
conventional (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b). It is evident that the conventional sequence
results in errors in the velocity profile and streamlines.
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Figure 52: An axial slice 21mm distal to the throat of the stenosis for the case of steady flow at Q=300
ml/s. The magnitude (a), phase (b), and velocity contours (c) from conventional 4D flow MRI (top row) as well
as 4D UTE flow MRI (bottom row) are displayed. The intravoxel dephasing and signal loss is visible in the case
of long TE (top row). The removal of intravoxel dephasing and signal loss in the UTE sequence is appreciable.
The Shelley pump was used.

(a)

(b)

Figure 53: A sagittal view of phantom at Q=300 ml/s steady flow rate. The velocity profile (first row) and flow
streamlines (second row) are shown for conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b). The flowrelated artifact and intravoxel dephasing (yellow arrows) caused inaccurate velocity profile and streamlines in
conventional sequence. The Shelley pump was used.
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8.3.3.

Pulsatile flows

Flow assessment and analysis was also performed in the phantom with different pulsatile
flow rates using both conventional 4D flow and the proposed 4D UTE flow. The same
biphasic flow waveform was used in all cases (see Figure 11(a)). However, the peak flow rate
at the pump, Qmax, was adjusted as shown in Table 9 to produce six distinct waveforms. To
compare conventional and UTE sequences, the peak systolic flow was determined for each
slice and averaged for 3 slices proximal to the stenosis and 12 slices distal to the stenosis.

Table 11: Pulsatile flow measurement averaged for 3, 2, and 12 slices located proximal, at the throat, and
distal to throat of the stenosis (Figure 3) using conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI at different
flow rates. Table entries for measured peak systolic flow are mean ± standard deviation (across the slices).
RRMSE is the Relative Root Mean Squared Error between prescribed pulsatile flow and the measured flow
(Eq.).
Conventional 4D flow

Qmax
(ml/s)
RRMSE (%)
14

Peak sys flow
RRMSE (%)

39

Peak sys flow
RRMSE (%)

50

Peak sys flow
RRMSE (%)

150

Peak sys flow
RRMSE (%)

250

Peak sys flow
RRMSE (%)

300

Peak sys flow

4D UTE flow

Proximal

Throat

Distal

Proximal

Throat

Distal

10.4

8.97

6.87

13.23

11.33

9.89

10.75±

10.39±

11.35±

11.87±

10.86±

10.30 ±

2.54

2.8

2.1

2.11

2.74

2.56

7.86

7.34

4.22

12.31

10.54

8.05

30.43±

32.21±

33.27±

31.84±

30.40±

29.98±

3.35

3.90

4.21

4.53

4.14

3.90

10.66

11.75

11.21

13.34

14.21

12.54

42.98±

43.74±

44.28±

41.48±

42.72±

39.21±

4.44

3.28

3.72

4.2

4.73

5.53

13.76

18.97

28.89

25.75

20.60

22.43

133.20±

130.83±

128.20±

129.53±

130.1±

135.4±

11.76

18.21

18.57

8.54

7.93

7.53

20.75

23.43

46.19

18.16

18.76

19.12

207.01±

192.39±

171.01±

209.48±

210.83±

221.41±

15.95

20.10

23.43

18.85

14.7

10.4

27.38

30.54

71.19

23.57

23.51

25.20

230.45±

215.94±

175.10±

253.52±

251.9±

240.6±

25.87

32.53

40.33

12.72

11.8

11.1
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Table 11 shows that the measured RRMSE between conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D
UTE flow MRI proximal, at the throat, and distal to the stenosis at low (14,39,50 ml/s) are
closely correlated. One may notice that for both sequences, RRMSE values are relatively
large as the measured flows are lower than the prescribed flows at the pump. This is mainly
due to compliance of tubes and connectors which has the effect of damping down the flow
waveform at the inlet. At medium-high flow rate (150 ml/s), the measured RRMSE using
both sequences is slightly larger, especially at the throat and distal to stenosis. The calculated
RRMSE at high flow rates (250,300 ml/s) proximal to the stenosis shows acceptable errors
with both sequences. This error is slightly higher at the throat of the stenosis using the
conventional sequence due to appearance of turbulent jet. However, the measured flow
distal to stenosis using conventional techniques results in a significant underestimation of
peak systolic flow distal to the stenosis leading to a large RRMSE value. 4D UTE flow
estimated the flow more accurately at high flow rates at both proximal and distal locations to
the stenosis leading to acceptable RRMSE values.
Linear regression analysis was performed for assessment of accuracy at three different
locations proximal, throat, and distal to the stenosis and results are shown in Figure 54. The
data points represent the measured flow rate for a specific cardiac phase averaged in 3 slices
proximal to stenosis, 2 slices at the throat of stenosis, and 12 slices distal to stenosis for
different flow rates. The measured values from linear regression analysis reveal a relatively
good agreement between conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI (R 2> 0.97)
proximal and at the throat of stenosis. The R value measured distal to the stenosis reveals a
significant difference between conventional and UTE sequences (R2> 0.90)– this is mainly
due to underestimation of measured flow when using the conventional technique. Figure 55
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 54: Linear regression analysis for measured pulsatile flow rates between conventional 4D flow MRI and
4D UTE flow MRI at three locations: proximal (a), throat (b), and distal (c) to the stenosis. Each data point
represents the measured flow rate for a specific cardiac phase averaged in 3, 2, and 12 slices proximal, throat,
and distal to stenosis. The data points show more difference in flow measurement at high flow rates. The
measurement at the throat of the stenosis has the highest correlation between two techniques at all flow rates.
The Shelley pump was used.

Figure 55: Prescribed flow waveform (a). The peak systolic flow rate (as well as the entire waveform) is
adjusted to reflect Qmax = 50 ml/s (first column), Qmax=150 ml/s (second column), and Qmax = 300 ml/s
(third column). Measured flow waveform in an axial slice 12 mm proximal to the stenosis (b) and 21 mm distal
to the stenosis (c) In the Figure, conventional 4D flow MRI measurements have been plotted in red and 4D
UTE flow-derived measurements have been plotted in blue. The flow waveforms reveal reasonable
correspondence at 50 and 150 ml/s; however the conventional sequence result in an erroneous flow waveform
and a significant underestimation of peak flow distal to narrowing due to turbulence and intravoxel dephasing.
The Shelley pump was used.
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shows the flow waveforms measured in a slice 12 mm proximal (b) and 21 mm distal (c) to
the center of the narrowing at low, medium, and high flow rates. There is good correlation
between 4D flow and 4D UTE flow-derived waveforms at low and medium flow rates, both
at the proximal and the distal slice to the narrowing. However, at high flow rates, a clear
underestimation of peak flow rate can be observed in the conventional 4D flow-derived
waveform distal to the narrowing. The peak systolic flow rate from conventional 4D flow
for the case of high flow rate in Figure 55 (c) displays significant underestimation. Note
however that the measured peak systolic flow in all cases (Figure 55 (b-c) is lower than peak
systolic flow at the pump (Figure 55 (a)). This is due to the compliance of the tubes which
dampen the input flow waveform.
Figure 56 illustrates peak systolic flow rates along the length of the phantom for different

Figure 56: Measured peak systolic flow rate in slices along the length of the phantom for Qmax=50, 150,
and 300 ml/s using conventional 4D flow (red) and 4D UTE flow (blue). There is good agreement between the
two sequences with Qmax=50 and Qmax=150 ml/s; however conventional 4D flow leads to a considerable
variation in measured flow and a discernible underestimation distal to the narrowing. The Shelley pump was
used.
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axial slices. Ideally, the plot for each peak flow rate should result in a straight line since the
phantom is rigid. This is approximately the case for 50 ml/s and 150 ml/s pulsatile flow
rates using both conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE flow techniques. However, for the case
of high flow rate (Qmax=300 ml/s), the peak flow rates as derived from conventional 4D
flow have a significant degradation and variation. As expected, the errors primarily occur at
locations distal to the throat of the stenosis.
Figure 57 demonstrates the flow pathlines in a sagittal view of the phantom for the peak
systolic flow of Qmax=50ml/s (top row) and Qmax=150 ml/s (bottom row) pulsatile flow rates
using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI(b). Flow pathlines for Qmax=50

(b)

(a)

Figure 57: Flow pathlines in sagittal view at the pulsatile flow rates 50 ml/s (top row) and 150 ml/s at peak
systolic time(bottom row) using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b). The flow pathlines
are in good agreement at 50 ml/s flow rates. A slight difference is visible between flow pathlines at 150 ml/s due
to moderately high flow rates and turbulence distal to the center of stenosis. The Shelley pump was used.
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ml/s show good agreement between conventional 4D Flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI.
The correlation between the two results may be assessed based on the color-map as well as
the flow pathlines. At Qmax=150 ml/s, a slight difference between flow pathlines obtained
from the two sequences can be observed in locations distal to the stenosis where more
significant spin dephasing occurs at this moderately high flow rate. Nevertheless, the
correlation between the color-map and flow pathlines using the two sequences can be
appreciated.
Figure 58 demonstrates the flow pathlines proximal to the stenosis, at the throat, and

(a)
(b)
Figure 58: Flow pathlines at peak systolic time for the pulsatile flow with Qmax=300 ml/s at peak systolic
time using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b). The top row shows a sagittal view of the
phantom including regions proximal and distal to the stenosis. The bottom row shows an enlarged view of
distal regions. The error and inaccuracy in flow pathlines in the conventional sequence is evident. The Shelley
pump was used.
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distal to the stenosis (top row) using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI
(b) at for pulsatile flow with Qmax=300 ml/s pulsatile flow rate and at peak systolic time. Due
to intravoxel dephasing caused by high flow jet and turbulence, the flow pathlines derived
with conventional 4D flow seem inaccurate. The bottom row shows an enlarged view of
phantom distal to the throat of the stenosis.

8.3.1.

Validation Experiments with the LB pump

In order to further validate the method and to test for dependence of results on different
pump manufacturers, and additionally to test for the reproducibility of technique, some of
the experiments performed with the Shelley pump were repeated with the LB pump with the
same scanner field strength and coil.
Two sequences were used: conventional 4D flow MRI based on Cartesian trajectory and
4D UTE flow MRI based on the center-our radial trajectory. The common scan parameters
for two sequences were FOV= 100x100x60 mm, flip angle= 12 degrees, and spatial
resolution= 1.5x1.5x3.0 mm (leading to 20 axial slices). For pulsatile flow regimes, an ECG
trigger signal was sent to the scanner with ~1 Hz frequency and 14 frames were collected
based on prospective ECG triggered scheme for the cardiac cycle. For the 4D UTE
sequence 75% sampling of full k-space acquisition were selected. Also, Venc was constant
for the entire length of the FOV along the phantom length (for the pulsatile flow rate with
peak of 200 ml/s =300/75/75 cm/s, for pulsatile flow rate with peak of 300 ml/s =
450/100/100 cm/s and for pulsatile flow rate with peak of 400 ml/s = 600/125/125 cm/s –
note that the first number is Venc in the z direction and the next two numbers represent
Venc for in-plane flow in the x and y directions). TE/TR for conventional 4D flow MR
acquisitions were 4.79/10 ms (pulsatile flow rate= 200 ml/s), 4.67/8 ms (pulsatile flow
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rate=300 ml/s), and 4.60/8 ms (pulsatile flow rate=400 ml/s) and for 4D UTE flow MRI
TE/TR were 1.88/10 ms (pulsatile flow rate = 200 ml/s), 1.69/8 ms (pulsatile flow
rate=300 ml/s), and 1.55/8 ms (pulsatile flow rate=400 ml/s)
To show the effect of phase error correction on UTE sequence when using the LB pump
(similar to what was reported in Figure 49 when using the Shelley pump), Table 12 shows
the calculated mean flow (over the entire cardiac cycle) at each slice along the phantom at

Table 12: Mean flow (over the entire cardiac cycle) at each slice along the phantom using conventional 4D
flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI for the flow-on and flow-off experiments and the final result after phase
error correction through subtraction of flow-off data from flow-on data. The unit for measurement is ml/s.
The LB pump was used.
Conventional 4D flow Flow-on 4D UTE Flow-off 4D UTE
Final 4D UTE
Slice
MRI
flow MRI
flow MRI
derived
1

47.01

64.61

11.86

52.74

2

45.35

66.32

12.72

53.59

3

44.95

62.54

10.40

52.14

4

45.92

58.33

9.59

48.74

5

46.37

58.79

8.51

50.28

6

44.45

55.47

4.21

51.26

7

40.87

49.73

2.19

47.53

8

37.47

40.33

1.09

39.24

9

53.62

54.20

0.87

53.33

10

63.85

62.11

-0.17

62.29

11

63.382

59.60

-0.67

60.27

12

58.987

51.81

-2.78

54.60

13

56.93

42.01

-4.74

46.76

14

52.08

37.77

-6.13

43.90

15

50.35

37.27

-7.03

44.30

16

45.89

35.77

-13.2

49.04

17

43.99

30.16

-18.2

48.40

18

38.95

24.09

-24.8

48.95

19

36.70

15.80

-33.5

49.39

20

39.15

12.63

-37.7

50.42
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pulsatile flow rate of Q=200 ml/s using Conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI
in both flow-off and flow-on pump experiments. The measured flow-on UTE at each slice
reveals an error compared to measured flow using conventional technique. As before, by
using a flow-off scan when running the 4D UTE sequence with identical imaging
parameters, the error may be corrected as shown in the final UTE-derived results. The
derived flow rates show good consistency with the expected mean flow at this flow rate.

Figure 59: Mean flow (over the entire cardiac cycle) at each slice along the phantom at Q=200 ml/s using
conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI with flow-on and flow-off experiments and the result after
phase error correction. The LB pump was used.

Figure 59 demonstrates a sagittal reconstruction of the through-plane velocities for the
case of Q=200 ml/s pulsatile flow rate similar to Figure 49 for steady flow rate using Shelley
pump. In Figure 59, the red and blue plots display flow rates as a function of position along
the length of the phantom for each of the Cartesian and UTE scans. The yellow plot displays
the flow-off scan which was used to reduce the flow error. This plot was subtracted from the
UTE plot to correct the phase offset due to the field inhomogeneity. The black plot shows
results from the UTE sequence after phase correction -- a good correlation between phase-
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corrected UTE scans and phase-corrected conventional scans are observed. The Figure
follows the result acquired for Q=150 ml/s with Shelley pump (Figure 49) with a slight
difference that the few first slices in the volume have more errors and offset from zero. That
might be due to that fact that for the experiment using LB pump pulsatile flow rate were
studied and mean flow was reported in Figure 60 (while Figure 49 was based on steady
flow). More importantly, for LB pump experiments were performed on a different scanner
which resulted in different field inhomogeneity and therefore phase errors.
Figure 61 demonstrates the mean velocity acquired at three locations proximal, at the
stenosis, and distal to the center of the stenosis using conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE
flow MRI with flow-off and flow-on scans. It is evident that after phase correction the UTE
plots has a good correlation with conventional technique at all locations.

Figure 60: Mean flow (over the entire cardiac cycle) at each slice along the phantom at Q=300 ml/s using
conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI with flow-on and flow-off experiments and the result after
phase error correction. The LB pump was used.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 61: Flow waveform measured using conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI at three
locations proximal (a), at the stenosis (b) and distal to stenosis (c). The LB pump was used.

Figure 60 and Figure Figure 62 show similar results using mean pulsatile flow at Q=300
ml/s when using the LB pump.
Figure 63-Figure 65 show the velocity profile and velocity contour in axial cross sections
of phantom proximal, at the throat, and distal to stenosis at peak systolic time (LB pump
was used). The conventional 4D flow MRI (first row) and 4D UTE flow MRI (second row)
were used to acquire velocity profile and contour from pulsatile flows at Q=200, 300, and
400 ml/s peak flow rate. From the Figure higher velocity jet and fluctuation appears distal to
stenosis, resulting in difference between Conventional and UTE techniques. In addition, the
velocity pathlines distal to stenosis at the very right side of Figures (yellow arrows) point to
the difference between jet length at different flow rate and increase in the length of velocity
jets at higher flow rates. One may notice that the flow related artifact using this pump at high
flow rates is less than the results using Shelley pump (please see Figure 58 for Q=300 ml/s

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 62: Flow waveform measured using conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI at three
locations proximal (a), at the stenosis (b) and distal to stenosis (c). The LB pump was used.
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using Shelley pump). The main reason for less flow artifact is that, the actual peak velocity
achieved in the phantom tube using LB pump had a significant damping (~50%) compared
to prescribed value at the pump.

Figure 63: A sagittal view of phantom at Q=200 ml/s pulsatile flow rate at peak systolic time. The velocity
profile and velocity contour at axial cross sections proximal, at the throat, and distal to narrowing are shown
using conventional 4D flow MRI (first row) and 4D UTE flow MRI. Velocity profiles and contours reveal a
good correlation between the two sequences. The LB pump was used. The darker phantom in the bottom
figure is due to windowing level in the visualization software.
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Figure 64: A sagittal view of phantom at Q=300 ml/s pulsatile flow rate at peak systolic time. The velocity
profile and velocity contour at axial cross sections proximal, at the throat, and distal to narrowing are shown
using conventional 4D flow MRI (first row) and 4D UTE flow MRI (second row). Velocity profiles and
contours reveal a good correlation between two sequences. The difference between two sequence distal to
stenosis is slightly more than Q=200 ml/s due to higher flow rate. The LB pump was used.
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Figure 65: A sagittal view of phantom at Q=400 ml/s pulsatile flow rate at peak systolic time. The velocity
profile and velocity contour at axial cross Sections proximal, at the throat, and distal to narrowing are shown
using conventional 4D flow MRI (first row) and 4D UTE flow MRI (second row). Velocity profiles and
contours reveal a good correlation between two sequences. The difference between two sequence distal to
stenosis is more than Q=200 and 300 ml/s. The LB pump was used.

8.4. Discussion
A novel 4D UTE flow MRI technique was presented which benefits from a significantly
shorter TE relative to conventional 4D flow MRI. The phantom measurement for the steady
flow regime with various flow rates revealed good correlation between measured flow from
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conventional and UTE sequences at low and medium flow rates (Figure 52). At high flow
rates, however, the conventional sequence resulted in intravoxel dephasing and signal loss
causing flow related artifact in velocity contours (Figure 54). Similarly, validations and
comparisons were performed for pulsatile flows and results concurred with those of steady
flow tests for both the low and medium flow rates. Table 3 shows similar RRMSE’s between
conventional and UTE sequences for pulsatile flow rates of 14, 39, 50 and 150 ml/s.
At high flow rates of 250 and 300 ml/s however, when compared to the conventional
sequence, the UTE sequence performs more accurate flow quantification. The measured
flow using conventional sequence at these flow rates showed a significant underestimation.
The linear regression analysis (Figure 54) and the flow waveforms at high flow rates in
Figure 55 confirm the flow quantification results and show the difficulty of the conventional
approach in detecting the peak in the flow waveform. Both quantitative and flow waveform
results for the UTE sequence reveal significant improvements when compared to the
conventional sequence.
Streamline analysis and visualization of steady (Figure 53Figure 55) and pulsatile (Figure
57Figure 58) flow regimes at high flow rates also revealed significant errors distal to the
narrowing in the presence of turbulence when using the conventional technique. Turbulence
leads to signal loss in the magnitude image and intravoxel dephasing in the phase image.
Streamline analysis and visualization of steady (Figure 52) and pulsatile (Figure 56) flow
regimes at high flow rates also revealed significant errors distal to the narrowing in the
presence of turbulence when using the conventional technique. Turbulence leads to signal
loss in the magnitude image and intravoxel dephasing in the phase image.
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9. PATIENT STUDIES
9.1. Introduction
Aortic stenosis (AS) is a hemodynamically age-related progressive disease which occurs at
the opening of the aortic valve with symptoms related to the degree of valvular stenosis. In
the majority of people with mild to moderate stenosis, no symptoms are present. Patients
with severe aortic valve stenosis become symptomatic with syncope, chest pain, heart failure
and they have a risk of sudden cardiac death possibly due to left ventricular hypertrophy that
develops as a result of increase in the after-load. Although other causes of aortic stenosis
exist, the most relevant cause is presence of age-related progressive calcification of the
normal three-leaflet aortic valve. Echo Doppler and Catheterization are the mainstay for
diagnosis. AS is classified as mild (< 25 mm Hg pressure drop, > 1.5 cm2 area), moderate
(25-40 mm Hg pressure drop, 1.0-1.5 cm2 area), severe (> 40 mm Hg pressure drop, > 0.751.0 cm2 area), and critical (> 70 mm Hg pressure drop, < 0.75 cm2 area). Guidelines for
assessment of AS severity for velocities depend on LV function with velocities < 2 m/s with
normal LV function being appropriate, while in 2-4 m/s requiring further quantification and
analysis, especially with poor LV function and finally, velocities > 4 m/s with normal LV
function point to severe AS.
The clinical indications for cardiovascular MR for valvular heart disease was stated in a
consensus panel report in 2004:
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“The low cost, flexibility and ease of handling make transthoracic echocardiography the
primary clinical tool for evaluation of valvular heart disease. Moreover TEE is superior to
CMR in assessment of valve morphology and detection of small and rapidly moving
vegetation attached to the valves in endocarditis. However, CMR may play a complementary
role when transthoracic acoustic windows are poor and a TEE approach is undesirable, or
when results of echocardiography and catheterization are conflicting. Furthermore, CMR is a
valuable tool for individual follow-up of the severity of regurgitant lesions and for
quantification of the effects of valvular lesions on ventricular volumes, function, and
myocardial mass …”
Doppler Ultrasound is commonly used for cardiac valve assessment is Peak velocity and
pressure gradient are calculated at the level of valve and used to determine the severity of
stenosis [176]. However Doppler Ultrasound has several disadvantages including inaccurate
measurement of valve area, LV outflow, flow velocity etc. due to low acoustic window and
poor image quality [177]. PC MRI is another recognized method for flow quantification and
assessment through the cardiac valves. This method can accurately quantify and characterize
different valve related diseases such as Aortic Stenosis (AS) [7, 166, 178, 179] and Aortic
Regurgitation (AR) [180-182].
Several groups have reported flow quantification and peak velocity measurement [5, 124,
168], effective valve area for aortic valve [6, 54, 166, 178, 179, 183, 184], and pressure
gradients calculation [185] using PC MRI. These studies compared PC MRI with Doppler
ultrasound and revealed a good agreement between these techniques but all of the used
limited size of subjects with mild or moderate aortic stenosis.
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In [6] Sondergaards et al., studied 12 patients with aortic stenosis using Doppler
ultrasound and conventional 2D PC MRI with TE=3.5 msec and in most of the subjects the
measured peak velocities using PC MRI were underestimated compared to Doppler
ultrasound. In a similar study, PC MRI with spiral trajectory were used to measure peak
velocity in 4 patients with aortic stenosis wherein the peak velocity was up to 420 cm/s and
measurement showed accuracy of technique while an underestimation compared to Doppler
echo was still inevitable [5].
Kinler et al investigated 29 patients with aortic and mitral valve stenosis using both
conventional 2D PC MRI with TE=3.6 msec and Doppler echo and reported a good
agreement between the two techniques [124]. However, in 7 patients the peak velocity
measured using Doppler ultrasound was higher than 400 cm/s and in 3 patients the
measured peak velocity using two techniques were different.
In another study by Caruthers et al, 24 patients with aortic valve stenosis were
investigated using conventional 2D PC MRI with TE=2.9 msec and peak velocity at the
level of the aortic valve was compared with Doppler ultrasound [166]. This study revealed an
underestimation in measured peak velocity and aortic stenosis severity compared to Doppler
ultrasound when the velocity time integral was higher than 0.8 meters. In more than half of
the patients with severe aortic stenosis, peak velocities were underestimated when using PC
MRI.
In another study, Waters et al. studied 23 patients with aortic stenosis using conventional
2D PC MRI with TE=2.9 msec and Doppler and showed a good agreement between
measured flow and velocity profiles in the aortic root when using PC MRI and Doppler
ultrasound [179]. However, in this study, only one patient had peak velocity higher than 400
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cm/s and in this patient the difference between measured peak velocity using PC MRI and
Doppler ultrasound was considerable.
Garcia et al. [186] investigated 31 patients with mild to severe aortic stenosis using
conventional 4D PC MRI with TE=3.4 msec and Doppler ultrasound and reported that
underestimation of LVOT cross sectional area by Doppler is compensated by
overestimation of Velocity-time integral of LVOT, resulting in a good agreement between
Doppler and PC MRI for estimation of aortic valve (EOA). In addition, MRI was associated
with less intra and inter- observer measurement variability compared to Doppler ultrasound.
The limitation of this study was that a few number of patients had severe stenosis.
Although several studies have reported use of PC MRI for evaluation of AS, the collected
data with current technology is hampered due to the presence of turbulent jet distal to the
narrowing and the resulting signal loss and image artifacts. This problem has been especially
observed in the case of patients withsevere/critical aortic stenosis where the velocity
measurement is less reliable [166, 168, 179, 184]. Several approaches have been developed to
potentially reduce the signal loss in PC MRI [4-7]. One important approach that appears to
yield significant improvements and to correct the signal loss involves reduction of the echo
time (TE) and gradient duration [8-11].
Nayak et al. [5] investigated 4 patients with mild-moderate aortic stenosis using a 2D
Spiral PC MRI technique with TE= 2 msec and Doppler echo. A good agreement between
measured peak velocity using spiral PC MRI and Doppler echo was reported. They claimed
that this technique is capable of imaging through-plane velocities up to 10 m/s but the the
peak velocity in patients did not exceed 420 cm/s.
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O’Brien et al presented a 2D thorugh-plane UTE PC MRI to reduce the intravoxel
dephasing by shortening TE to 0.65 msec [12]. A stenotic phantom as well as a normal
volunteer and 2 patients with moderate to severe aortic stenosis were investigated. The mean
velocity in the aortic valve was compared between UTE PC MRI and conventional PC MRI
and revealed a good agreement however the results were not validated using Doppler
ultrasound. Other problems with this technique were explained earlier in Section 5.3.
Previously, it was shown that 4D UTE flow MRI technique with TE shorter than
conventional PC MRI techniques can reduce the phase errors distal to stenosis in a flow
phantom with high flow rates [13]. In this Chapter, a correlative study of flow measurement
from 4D UTE flow compared to conventional 4D flow and Doppler Ultrasound for
assessing velocity and flow in patients with AS is reported.

9.2. Method
9.2.1.

Patient population and cases

The study was approved by the Louisville VA Institutional Review Board and involved
validation of 4D UTE flow MRI sequences on the 1.5T scanner at Robley Rex VA medical
center pursuant to a research agreement with Philips healthcare. Twelve patients with mild to
moderate Aortic Stenosis (AS) and Aortic regurgitation (AR) were selected for Doppler
ultrasound and MRI scans. Inclusion criteria were: 1) Evidence of Aortic valvular disease
obtained by a noninvasive study including CTA, MRA and/or Doppler with a 50-90%
diameter stenosis, or regurgitation. 2) Study subjects to be in stable condition at the time of
MRI study, and they should be able to lay flat for the duration of the exam (for about 1
hour). Exclusion criteria were: 1) age <20 or > 90 years old, 2) unconscious or mentally
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unstable patients, 3) individuals such as pregnant women, prisoners, institutionalized
individuals or those unable to give informed consent, 4) patients with severe hypertension (>
200 mmHg systolic and/or 110 mmHg diastolic), 5) weight more than 350 lb, 6) chronic
atrial fibrillation and arrhythmias precluding ECG gating, 7) claustrophobia, 8) any metallic
implant including but not limited to cardiac pacemakers, defibrillator, cochlear implant,
tissue expander, any aneurism clip, insulin pump, drug infusion pump, older mechanical
heart valves (pre-6000 series Starr-Edward caged ball), metallic foreign bodies (such as
gunshot, shrapnel, BB, ...), older orthopedic plates and screws, transdermal drug patches,
penile implant or pump and prior metal fragments in the eye related to prior metal welding,
or other contraindication of the MRI examination. All patients gave informed consent prior
to enrolling in the study. Three patients were excluded from further investigation including
one patient with very noisy data, one patient with obesity, and one with Claustrophobia.
Another nine subjects underwent MRI scan and in eight, Doppler Echocardiography was
performed as well.

9.2.2.

Imaging strategy

Based on standard clinical protocol, and as part of initial evaluations, patients underwent
Doppler echo study of Aortic valve. Doppler echo study and data analysis were performed
by one experienced echocardiographer. MRI examinations were performed on a 1.5T
Achieva Philips scanner using a dedicated 5 channel SENSE cardiac coil. For the MRI study,
the patient was positioned supine on the MRI Table and 6 lead ECG electrodes were
attached to the skin in order to perform gated imaging. Additionally, in order to mitigate the
effect of breathing artifacts on imaging, navigator gating was performed. Two separate scan
techniques were used: conventional 4D flow MRI and the proposed 4D UTE flow MRI.
Several scans were performed to determine the orientation of heart and aortic valve. The
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image volume was adjusted so that the aortic valve was located proximal to the center of the
volume and slices were perpendicular to Left Ventricle Outflow Tract (LVOT). Ten
contiguous slices starting from locations proximal to the valve, through the center of the
valve, and distal to the valve were collected within a 3D volume. The scan parameters for
two sequences were TE/TR = 2.9/6.9 ms (for conventional 4D MRI), TE/TR = 1.15/4.6
ms (for 4D UTE MRI), Venc= 400 in all three flow directions, flip angle= 10, spatial
resolution= 2.5*2.5*5.0 mm. Depending on the size of subjects, FOV in the in-plane
direction was varied but 50 mm in the through plane direction was kept constant for all
subjects. For UTE sequence, 75% sampling of radial k-space lines was performed to reduce
the scan time. 16 cine cardiac phases were collected in each cardiac cycle with ECG
triggering. The scan time for each 4D scan was about 4 minutes with a small variation
between different patients based on their size and selected FOV. However, due to
application of navigator gating and depending upon the patients’ breathing consistency and
performance, each scans took on the order of 10-15 minutes depending on navigator
efficiency and breathing pattern for a particular subject. The entire MRI examination was
limited to one hour.

9.2.3.

Data analysis

MRI analysis was carried out at the aortic valve and the flow and peak velocity were
measured at all cardiac frames and were compared with Doppler echo in 9 subjects. Other
measured parameters are shown in Table 13.
Similar to flow phantom studies, described in Section 9.2.5, in order to perform phase
correction, for all 4D flow acquisitions (conventional and UTE), a static phantom was
scanned with the 4D conventional and 4D UTE sequences and the phase of each scan was
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subtracted from the corresponding phase of the 4D conventional and 4D UTE scans. In
addition, for all 4D UTE acquisitions including in-vivo and static phantom scans, phase
errors due to gradient delay and hardware imperfections were also corrected based on an
auto correlation technique which was employed to measure the k-space trajectory delays
[163] and was previously explained in Section 5.5 of the dissertation. The measured
trajectory delays were used to correct the trajectory delay offset in all subsequent scans with
identical parameters.
To derive the flow waveforms from MRI velocity data, the Region of Interest (ROI) in
each frame at each slice was manually selected. Correlation and agreement between MRI
techniques and Doppler echo were assessed using Bland-Altman analysis which is explained
as the mean difference with the confidence range or limit agreement. The confidence range
is the standard deviation of the difference between two techniques. The mean difference in
Bland-Altman analysis may be describes the bias in the data. The spread of data displays
systematic errors related to size of the measurement. In most cases, the LVOT diameters
acquired in two directions using MRI are very close to each other but in general to compare
to echo Doppler the average of diameters was calculated. All the post-processing and the
flow assessments were performed using Matlab software (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).

9.3. Results and discussions
Table 13 shows the parameters calculated using conventional 4D flow, 4D UTE flow MRI
and Doppler echo in all patients at the level of Aortic valve (Doppler echo was not collected
in patient 5, 11, and 12). Peak velocity measured using conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D
UTE flow MRI compared to Doppler echo reveals a good agreement in all patients. Root
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Mean Squared Error (RMSE) was calculated by comparing the peak velocity of six patients
measured using 4D UTE flow MRI and conventional 4D flow MRI with Doppler echo and
the results are 6.9 for 4D UTE flow MRI and 10 for conventional 4D MRI. Figure 66
demonstrates the Bland-Altman plot representing the mean difference of peak velocity
measured using conventional 4D flow (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b) in comparison with
flow measured by Doppler echo. The Bland-Altman plot reveals a reasonable accuracy for
4D UTE flow with mean difference and confidence range at aortic valve as 8.1 and [-55.69,
39.46] and for conveniotnal 4D flow MRI was 5.1 and [-59.67, 65.87].
Figure 67Figure 69 display flow versus cardiac time for all subjects at the level of aortic
valve (a) and 15 mm distal to the aortic valve (b) using conventional 4D flow MRI (red plot)
and 4D UTE flow MRI (blue plot). In most of the subjects there is a good correlation
between the two techniques. In subject 4, measured flow has an overestimation using
conventional 4D flow MRI due to significant breathing artifact. 4D UTE flow MRI is less
sensitive to breathing and motion artifact due to inherent nature of the radial acquisition. In
subjects 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10, at both the level of the aortic valve and distal to the aortic valve,
the flow waveforms for conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE flow MRI have good
correlation. In all of these subjects, negative flows can be seen as the subjects have Aortic
Regurgitation (AR) and the AR eject time for both conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE flow
are very close to each other. In subject 9, UTE waveform distal to the stenosis shows
variation in flow at different cardiac time due to more streaking artifact present in this
subject’s UTE data. One reason for this this may be that the location of the aortic artery in
axially planned slices distal to the valve is more off-center in the volume due to inaccurate
planning and it is well-known that the off-center regions of the image in radial acquisitions is
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more sensitive to streaking artifacts. In subject 8, the flow waveform for conventional 4D
flow
Table 13: Measured parameters using conventional 4D flow MRI, 4D UTE flow MRI, and Doppler echo
technique in nine patients.
Patient
(disease)

P4
(AS)
P5
(AR)
P6
(AS/AR)
P7
(AS/AR)
P8
(AS)
P9
(AS/AR)
P10
(AS/AR)
P11
(AS)
P12
(AS)

Modality

Slice

Average

Peak

Time

AV Eject

LVOT

Flow

Velocity

Peak AV

Time

Diameter

(ml/s)

(cm/s)

(ms)

(ms)

(cm)

Cartesian

5

281.864

284.3

82

240

3.1

UTE

5

252.847

291.7

82

240

3.3

Doppler

AV

--

277

60

260

2.4

Cartesian

5

113.129

140.4

95

360

2.6

UTE

5

163.439

210.7

95

350

2.8

Doppler

AV

--

--

--

--

--

Cartesian

5

137.81

310.0

102

350

3.2

UTE

5

254.224

325.3

102

360

3.1

Doppler

AV

--

359

135

370

2.3

Cartesian

5

120.018

230.7

150

410

3.1

UTE

5

133.9133

250.3

150

380

3.1

Doppler

AV

--

265

135

340

2.3

Cartesian

6

125.339

277.9

110

320

3.9

UTE

6

164.529

268.3

100

320

3.9

Doppler

AV

--

255

77

310

2.3

Cartesian

6

126.355

260.3

110

380

3.6

UTE

6

209.072

272.4

110

370

3.5

Doppler

AV

--

246

100

380

2.3

Cartesian

5

177.921

290.3

110

380

3.5

UTE

5

130.89

321.9

110

380

3.4

Doppler

AV

--

328

100

340

2.3

Cartesian

3

168.66

328

100

300

2.7

UTE

3

206.43

332

100

300

2.8

Doppler

AV

--

294

80

250

--

Cartesian

4

185.95

353

180

380

2.8

UTE

4

187.52

362

150

380

2.8

Doppler

AV

--

335

12.5

370

--
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(a)

(b)

Figure 66: Bland-Altman plot at aortic valve in eightpatients demonstrating the peak velocity difference
between 4D conventional (a) and 4D UTE flow (b) with Doppler echo.

MRI seems to be slightly less accurate since this subject had porcine valve replacement
resulting in susceptibility artifact. This inaccuracy can be seen as incorrect negative flows
(shown with black arrow in the second row of Figure 68(a)) as the subject did not have AR.
4D UTE flow MRI is less sensitive to susceptibility artifacts due to shorter TE and the flow
waveforms look more reasonable. In Subject 11 and 12 with moderate AS, the waveforms
using both techiques are similar. However, in subject 11, UTE waveform (blue plot) shows
better consistency between the left and the right plots which represent the slice at the valve
and the slice distal to valve while conventional waveform shows inaccuracies distal to valve
where higher velocities are present.
LVOT diameters measured using conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE flow MRI were
very similar for all patients (bias = -0.016 cm, agreement limits: -0.2458 to + 0.2125 cm).
However, the measurements using Doppler echo is smaller than conventional 4D flow (bias
= -1.0833 cm, agreement limits: -1.7557 to -0.4110 cm) and 4D UTE flow MRI (bias = 1.0667 cm, agreement limits: -0.4636 to -1.6697 cm) mainly due to assumption of circular
LVOT in Doppler echo and using smaller diameter in AP direction to measure the area.
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However, with MRI no assumptions about the shape are required and one can use the actual
shape of LVOT, resulting in more accurate measurements. In most of the cases, the LVOT

(a)
(b)
Figure 67: Flow versus time waveforms at the level of the aortic valve (a), and 15 mm distal to the aortic
valve (b) in subject 4 with AS (first row), subject 5 with AR (second row), and subject 6 with AS and AR (third
row) using conventional 4D flow MRI (red plot) and 4D UTE flow MRI(blue plot).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 68: Flow versus time waveform at the level of the aortic valve (a), and 15 mm distal to the aortic
valve (b) in subject 7 with AS and AR (first row), subject 8 with AS ( second row), and subject 9 with AS and
AR (third row) using conventional 4D flow MRI (red plot) and 4D UTE flow MRI(blue plot).
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diameters in two directions calculated using both MRI techniques are very close. To
compare measured diameters using MRI techniques to Doppler, the average of diameters in
two directions was used. Figure 70 demonstrates the comparison between three techniques
using Bland-Altman analysis.

(a)
(b)
Figure 69: Flow versus time waveforms at the level of the aortic valve (a), and 15 mm distal to the aortic
valve (b) in subject 10 with AS and AR (first row), subject 11 with AS (second row), and subject 12 with AS
and AR (third row) using conventional 4D flow MRI (red plot) and 4D UTE flow MRI (blue plot).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 70: Bland-Altman analysis of LVOT diameter calculated from Doppler echo and 4D flow UTE MRI
(a), Doppler echo and conventional 4D flow MRI (b), and conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D flow UTE MRI
(c).

Figure 71 and Figure 72 demonstrate magnitude and phase velocity maps of subject 8
with porcine valve replacement using conventional and UTE technique. The conventional
technique reveals a significant artifact due to susceptibility of the ferromagnetic structures

(a)
(b)
Figure 71: Magnitude and phase of conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D
UTE flow MRI (b) in subject 8 with porcine valve replacement at the level of the
aortic valve. Susceptibility artifacts can be seen in (a) .
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in the replaced valve, leading to signal loss in the magnitude image and inaccurate peak
velocity and velocity maps. In comparison, UTE reveals more uniform SNR and less artifact
in the phase velocity maps.
Figure 73 shows the velocity magnitude (top left corner of each image) and velocity profiles
of aortic valve in subject 4 with AS. The velocity magnitude and profiles were shown using
both conventional 4D MRI and 4D UTE MRI at peak systolic time. The velocity magnitude
and profile disclose a good correspondence between the conventional and UTE techniques.

(a)

(b)

Figure 72: Velocity profile in 3D and 2D view using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b)
in subject 8 who had porcine valve replacement at the aortic valve. Susceptibility artifacts in both views of the
conventional technique is clear.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 73: Velocity magnitude and profile at the level of aortic valve in subject 4 with AS at peak systolic
time using conventional 4D flow (a) and 4D UTE flow (b).

Figure 74 demonstrates the velocity magnitude and velocity profiles of aortic valve in
subject 5 with AR. The velocity magnitude and profiles were shown using both conventional
4D MRI and 4D UTE MRI at velocity peak time and during AR. There is good correlation
between the two techniques and the regurgitation can be clearly seen in velocity profile.
Similar to previous Figure, Figure 75 shows the velocity magnitude and profiles of aortic
valve in subject 6 with both AS and AR. The velocity magnitude and profiles were shown
using both conventional 4D MRI and 4D UTE MRI at peak systolic time and during AR.
There is a slight difference between the velocity profile and magnitude acquired using these
two techniques which is mainly due to high velocity.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 74: Velocity magnitude and profile in subject 5 with AR at peak systolic time (first row) and during
AR (second row) using conventional 4D flow (a) and 4D UTE flow (b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 75: Velocity magnitude and profile in subject 6 with AS and AR at peak systolic time (first row) and
during AR (second row) using conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE flow (b).

Figure 76 demonstrates the velocity profiles in subject 7 with AS and AR at the level of
the aortic valve, using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and 4D UTE flow MRI (b). The Figure
shows a snap shot of the velocity profiles at the end-systolic time. The correlation between
the two results was assessed based on the color coding of the velocity. A slight difference
between flow pathlines obtained from the two sequences can be observed in locations distal
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to the valve where turbulence appears at high flow rate. Nevertheless, the correlation
between the color-map and velocity profiles using the two sequences can be appreciated.
In Figure 77 and Figure 78 velocity magnitude and profiles of subjects 9 and 10 are
shown at the level of the aortic valve at peak systolic time. In subject 9, the measured peak
velocity using 4D UTE flow MRI shows some variations compared to conventional 4D flow
MRI due to higher streaking artifact in this subject. The velocity profile and magnitude still
look acceptable and are similar. The correspondence of measured velocity magnitude and
profile in patient 10 is clear.
Figure 79 demonstrates the velocity magnitude and velocity profiles of aortic valve in subject
11 with AS. The velocity magnitude and profiles were shown using both conventional 4D
flow and 4D UTE flow at peak systolic time. There is good correlation between the two
techniques and the regurgitation can be clearly seen in velocity profile. The similarity of
velocity magnitude at an axial cross section shown in the inset (the frame at top left corner
of each image) between the two techniques is appreciable.
Similarly, Figure 80 demonstrates the velocity magnitude and velocity profiles of aortic valve
in subject 12 with AS and again a nice correlation can be see between two techniques. The
cross-sectional velocity magnitudes in the inset show the severity of stenosis and the shape
of valve opening at peak systolic time. Both method yield very similar results for this subject.
One might note that, no signal loss and intavoxel dephasing are observed in
aforementioned subjects – this is because the subjects recruited to the study only had mild or
moderate AS. It is expected that in subjects with severe AS (velocities in the high 3 m/s
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range and pressure difference > 40 mm Hg), that appreciable intravoxel dephasing would be
present.

(b)
(a)
Figure 76: Velocity profile at aortic valve in subject 7 with AS and AI using conventional 4D flow MRI (a) and
4D UTE flow MRI (b). The velocity profiles reveal a good correspondence between two techniques.

(a)
(b)
Figure 77: Velocity magnitude and profile in subject 9 with AS and AR at peak systolic time using
conventional 4D flow (a) and 4D UTE flow (b). Velocity profile using 4D UTE flow MRI is different due to
radial undersampling and streaking artifact which yields incorrect velocities (arrows).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 78: Velocity magnitude and profile in subject 10 with AS and AR at peak systolic time using
conventional 4D flow (a) and 4D UTE flow (b). There is a good correlation between velocity magnitude and
profile measured by two techniques.

(a)
(b)
Figure 79: Velocity magnitude and profile in subject 11 with AS at peak systolic time using conventional 4D
flow (a) and 4D UTE flow (b). Velocity profile using conventional 4D flow MRI shows more flow artifacts due
to high velocities present.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 80: Velocity magnitude and profile in subject 12 with AS at peak systolic time using conventional
4D flow (a) and 4D UTE flow (b). Arrows show the similarity of two techniques in determining the shape of
valve narrowing from velocity magnitude.
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
10.1. Discussion and Conclusions
In this project, 3-D and 4-D cine UTE phase contrast MRI technique for accurate
quantification of disturbed and turbulent flow have been proposed. The 3-D cine UTE-PC
MRI results in reasonable flow quantification in normal volunteers with respect to
conventional multi-2D cine PC MRI. The proposed 3-D sequence enables comprehensive
investigation of flow in the various vascular anatomies such as carotid bifurcation and aorta
3-D acquired data provides more anatomical information as well as accurate flow
quantification and characterization in the setting of vascular or valvular stenosis and/or
coarctation. These pathologies can cause intravoxel dephasing and signal loss in flow images
due to turbulence or disturbed flow. The achieved TE in the proposed method 0.95 msec
which is shorter than previously published TE for assessing blood in the carotid bifurcation
(~ 3 msec) [9]. In addition 3-D UTE-PC technique can lead to improved spatial resolution
compared to 2-D technique and can reduce partial volume errors [78].
Previous phantom study on 2-D UTE-PC MRI revealed 27% underestimation of flow
rate compared to the standard technique at Q=100 mL/s (Reynolds number=7200) [12].
This error will be even more severe at lower flow rates. This is most likely due to high
sensitivity of the technique to system imperfections which lead to phase errors with the UTE
technique.
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In Chapter 6, stenotic phantom experiments with steady flows were reported and the
accuracy of flow measurement with different k-space trajectories and echo times were
studied. The proposed 3-D UTE PC MRI technique was compared with the conventional
Cartesian PC MRI technique as well as with our group’s previously published spiral PC MRI
method [187]. With reduced TE, the spiral acquisition resulted in reduced signal loss and
phase error in the magnitude and the velocity image. However, in comparison to the 3-D
UTE acquisition, a slight signal loss in the magnitude was still observable in the high flow
rate Q=300 ml/s study. 3-D UTE PC MRI resolved the signal loss and phase error entirely
in the setting of high flow rate. In addition, 3-D UTE-PC MRI techniques exhibits less
variability in flow quantification in various flow rates compared to Conventional PC MRI
technique.
It wasshown that in contrast with previously published 2-D UTE sequence [12], the
accuracy of proposed 3-D UTE technique is comparable with standard PC MRI technique in
the setting of flow rates as low as 13.2 mL/s (Reynolds number=160). This improvement is
likely due to the phase correction step as well as less phase error due to eddy current in
proposed 3-D UTE technique. Further, it was shown the accuracy of flow measurement is
higher even for the case of low flow rates in carotid arteries.
Unlike conventional 2-D UTE MRI techniques, the current method can be tailored to
significantly reduce the slice thickness, making it a robust technique applicable to different
clinical applications. In addition, by resolving the dependency of slice thickness and flow
encoding gradients of previous UTE techniques, determination of components of in-plane
flow will become feasible.
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In Chapter 7, a comprehensive assessment of parameter variation in carotid artery using
3D UTE PC MRI in 3T scanner was presented. The effect of accurate Venc selection in
accuracy of flow measurement was discussed. A reasonable compromise between scan time
and accuracy of flow quantification was achieved using 50-75% sampling of k-space lines. In
addition, TE was reduced to 1 msec using L5 gradient strength for Venc= 150. Higher
gradient strength and slew rates result in more eddy current, causing increased phase error
and affect the accuracy of flow quantification. Eddy current is more severe in case of low
Venc wherein the gradient strength needs to be set to higher amplitude to achieve a lower
Venc. Improvement of phase error correction for more accurate flow quantification in case
of lower Venc will be investigated. In addition, the effect of various gradient field strengths
and slew rates on flow quantification will be investigated using the flow phantom in high
flow rates and in-vivo study in the case of high flow rates.
The 3D UTE PC MRI, and more generally all 3D PC MRI techniques, collect flow and
velocity information in only a single direction. In order to get comprehensive flow
information in all three directions from 3D PC MRI, the scan needs to be repeated three
times. 4D flow MRI, on the other hand, acquires flow data in all three directions in a single
scan. However, this single scan generally is long. In Chapter 8, a reduced TE 4D spiral flow
technique was implemented with the goal of reducing the scan time compared to
conventional 4D PC MRI while resulting in reduced TE compared to previously published
techniques. The accuracy of flow quantification and characterization with the spiral
acquisition revealed a good agreement with the conventional technique. The systolic mean
velocity, peak flow and the average flow in CCA and ICA of normal volunteers using 4D
spiral flow MRI showed errors less than 10% compared to conventional 4D flow. In
addition, the scan using the spiral sequence took 3:31 minutes which is half of the time of
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the conventional sequence. Although the TE in 4D spiral flow MRI was reduced in
comparison to conventional 4D flow MRI, however, it is felt that the reduction is not
significant enough to resolve the intravoxel dephasing which can occur in the case of high
flow rates.
In Chapter 9, a novel 4D UTE flow MRI technique was presented which benefits from a
significantly shorter TE relative to conventional 4D flow MRI. The phantom measurement
for the steady and pulsatile flow regime with various flow rates revealed good correlation
between measured flow from conventional and UTE sequences at low and medium flow
rates. At high flow rates, however, the conventional sequence resulted in intravoxel
dephasing and signal loss causing flow related artifact in velocity contours. Compared to the
conventional sequence, the UTE sequence performs more accurate flow quantification and
flow waveform results for the UTE sequence reveal significant. In summary, the phantom
studies performed with 4D UTE flow show the potential of this technique for more accurate
assessment of stenotic flows by mitigating intravoxel dephasing and signal loss, expanding
the clinical applicability of 4D flow MRI.
In Chapter 10, it was shown that MRI can be used to measure flow and other parameters
for a stenotic aortic valve. A good correlation was observed between MRI and Doppler echo
for area measurement at the aortic valve. Patients with moderately severe Aortic Stenosis
(AS), including Aortic Regurgitation (AR) and insufficiency (AI) were studied using
conventional 4D flow and 4D UTE flow. In both cases, the result of peak velocity, LVOT
diameter, AV peak time, and AV eject time had close correspondence with Doppler echo.
Table 14 compares different flow imaging techniques which were used in this
dissertation. For the purposes of this comparison, it was assumed that the UTE techniques
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has 75% k-space sampling of radial k-space line while the spiral technique uses 4 msec
readouts and 30 interleaves. In general, the shortest scan times are achieved when 3D spiral
sequence acquires flow velocities in a single direction. The longest scan times result when the
4D UTE sequence acquires flow in three flow directions. The scan time for UTE techniques
with 50% sampling of k-space lines is comparable with the conventional techniques. The
shortest TE was achieved when using 3D and 4D UTE techniques resulting in least flow
artifacts. However, significant streaking artifact occurs due to k-space radial under-sampling.
Spiral techniques reduce the flow artifact (but not completely) compared to conventional
techniques while they have the shortest scan time. The TE in this technique is shorter than
conventional and longer than UTE. Other possible artifacts for different methods which are
reported in the Table are further explained here. Fold over artifact is a common artifact in

Table 14: Comparison between different MR flow measurement techniques utilized or developed in this
dissertation. All the imaging parameters were considered the same at flow rate 300 ml/s which required a Venc
of 500 which is assumed the same for all methods and for all 3 directions. The UTE techniques have 75%
sampling rate of radial k-space line and the spiral techniques used 4 msec readouts and 30 interleaves.
#Encoding in the table refers to number of flow encoding directions during one scan.
Scan time (
TE
#
Techniques
Flow artifact
Other artifacts
(msec)
Encoding
minute)
Conventional 3D
3D Spiral
30 interleaves

3

3.4

high

2

1.5

moderate

3:30

0.95

low

12

3.9

high

6

1.6

moderate

13

0.98

low

3D UTE
75% radial k-space
sampling
Conventional 4D
4D Spiral
30 interleaves
4D UTE
75% radial k-space
sampling
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Fold over- signal loss
Off resonance- slight
signal loss
Streaking artifacteddy current
Fold over- signal loss
Off resonance- slight
signal loss
Significant Streaking
artifact- eddy current

1
1

1
3
3

3

conventional technique in which undesired object from outside of FOV may be incorrectly
mapped to the location inside the FOV. UTE and spiral methods do not suffer from this
artifact in the in-plane directions though if phase-encoding is performed in the z direction,
fold over may be present in that direction (e,g, with stack of stars or stack of spirals). On the
other hand, off-resonance artifact occurs in spiral technique in case of long readouts and
smaller number of interleaves. However, spiral readouts have the benefit of no ghosting
artifacts which may occur due to vessel pulsation.
Eddy current artifact arises when the gradient strength is high or the gradient switching is
very fast. This is mainly problematic when gradient performance is pushed to the limit to
shorten TE.

10.2.

Future work

One of the main limitations of 4D flow MRI is long acquisition time which is more
problematic when performing in-vivo studies. Long acquisitions for in-vivo studies lead to
the need to reduce volume coverage and/or spatial and temporal resolutions. Although the
scan time for 4D UTE flow is in general longer than conventional 4D flow, one may reduce
the total scan time in 4D UTE flow through radial under-sampling of k-space though at the
cost of reduced accuracy. For the flow rates considered, it was demonstrated that 25%
sampling of k-space results in a considerable error whereas 50% sampling of k-space still
results in acceptable accuracy. For the phantom studies performed, 50% sampling resulted in
acceptable scan times while 75% sampling resulted in higher accuracy and slightly longer
scan time when compared to conventional 4D flow. To further reduce the scan time, parallel
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imaging techniques such as SENSE [188] and GRAPPA [189], k-t BLAST/SENSE [190], or
compressive sampling [191] may be used in conjunction with 4D UTE flow. As an
alternative method, 4D spiral flow MRI can result in shorter scan time compared to
conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI and may have significant utility when it
is known that high flow rates and intravoxel dephasing do not occur. Further investigation
to study the accuracy of 4D spiral flow MRI using the stenotic flow phantom will be helpful.
A second area for further investigation may be to employ retrospective gating, as
prospective gating usually leads to missing information during end-diastole and therefore
flow measurement errors. Retrospective gating can collect flow images throughout the
cardiac cycle while improving the temporal resolution.
One limitation of the UTE technique is the higher sensitivity of the technique to scanner
hardware imperfection including gradient delay and field inhomogeneity. Although, in this
study, phase error and gradient delay correction techniques were employed, still some
erroneous streamlines attributable to trajectory errors could be observed – please see Figure
58(b) close to the wall (where streamlines start from the wall and move inwards). This error
is mainly due incomplete correction of gradient delay and which results in a phase error. RF
field inhomogeneity needs to be additionally considered for the UTE technique which is
more problematic in larger FOV’s and off-center of large volumes. In our study, Figure 49
illustrates the effect of RF field inhomogeneity at off-center locations which clearly result in
phase errors and velocity miscalculations, requiring an additional correction. RF field
inhomogeneity can be reduced by using parallel RF transmit in higher magnetic field
strength.
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For the present phantom study, in addition to the scanner hardware imperfections, the
effect of pump errors should also be considered – these are primarily due to the pump
tolerance and mechanical effects; though transient bubbles may also contribute to this class
of measurement errors.
The result of patient studies on moderately severe AS subjects did not reveal significant
difference between conventional 4D flow MRI and 4D UTE flow MRI since the peak
velocities distal to the valve in these subjects were not high enough to lead to turbulent flow
and significant spin dephasing. In patients with severe or critical AS, on the other hand, the
peak velocity is expected to be much higher, resulting in introvoxel dephasing and artifacts
in conventional 4D flow. Further investigations in patients with severe or critical AS will be
necessary.
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